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'PINIONS

BY PARRISH

The Curtain Rises
The curtain has risen on the
world's newest attempt to solve
one of its oldest and thorniest
problems. In London, the United
Nations Organization Is holding
Session No. 1. The British capital
is indeed a fitting place for the
organization to hold its first
meeting. It was there that the
"Mother of Parliaments" convened and representative government was born. The times, however, are not in step with the
place. An organization such as
this—one designed to lead the
world to peace—should have its
inauguration amid bright clouds
of optimism and international
amity. Instead, the world is seething with hostility.
Clouds and Storms
The United States, one of the
leading proponents of the UNO, is
undergoing internal struggles
which have rarely been equalled.
Every form of industry has felt
the cold hand of the strike and
the gicket line. Soldiers have
booed major generals and staged
mass demonstrations. The President of the United States has had
to resort to the radio after failing
to reach agreement over labor
questions with Congress.
In Great -Britain, even as she is
host to the initial UNO meeting,
the cry of "Uncle Shylock,"with
which the Britons plagued America during the twenties, has again
been raised. Many Americans say
that they don't wish to finance
British socialism, while the English feel that the United States
should be glad to dish out a few
billions for services rendered.
It is a patent fact that neither
the United States nor Great Britain trusts Russia, and it is equally
patent that the feeling is mutual.
With the British and the Russians
both selfishly greedy for land and
concessions in Iran, the Soviets
have sheared a province from the
Shah's domain with the English
observing helplessly from the
grandstand.
The muchrheralded compromise
between the U. S. and the U. S.
S. R. seems to amount to this:
Secretary Byrnes agreed that the
United States would loan the Soviets six billion in return for Russian help in governing Japan.
But All's Not Lost
Yes, as the United Nations begin their work for peace, a black
picture of world conditions can be
drawn—without exaggeration. In
the face of these conditions, one
would expect the world leaders—
those most "in the know" about
international affairs—to have resigned themselves to a catastrophic war within the next few
years. This is not true. We find
them, instead, leading the UNO
campaign for peace. They have
seized on the fact that peace requires more preparation than war,
and even though mending their
war machines are building the
fences of peace.
At every period of history, the
next few years have loomed up as
ones of ruin. Tet man has survived more than 5,000 years of
civilization. The optimists of today are Just as right as the optimists of ancient Greece during
her war with mighty Persia, or of
Rome as the barbarians massed
along her borders. Man, having
endured Attilas and Hitlers, will
not now do obeisance to mere machines. Whether a third war will
result from present conditions, no
one can say. But one can reasonably presume that man will be
combatting this same problem ten
thousand years hence, in days
when the atomic bomb will be as
obsolete as the slingshot is today,
and England and Rome alike will
be names for history students to
learn.. Man is bound to survive.
There is no other way.
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Social Events
Are Popular

Dr. Benfield To Open
Religious Emphasis Week
Forty-Three On
Fall Honor Roll
The honor roll of students at
Eastern who made 40 or more
grade points for the fall quarter
was announced last week.
Forty-three students are on the
list. They include Miss Viola
Campbell, Corbin; Miss Shirley
Clouse, Rice Station; Miss Jean
Cloyd, London; Miss Anne Reiley
Cochran, Harlan; Dolphus Cornett, Tyner; Miss Charity A. Cowan, Richmond; Miss Jean Crutch er, Lawrenceburg; Miss Doris
Deetch, Louisville; Miss Margie
DeVan, Covington; Miss Ardith
Green, Alva; Rufus V. Holcomb,
Viper; Miss Jean Harrison, Irvine.
Miss Alethea Heft, Louisville;
John W. Holland, Stanford; Miss
Jewell Howard, Crab Orchard;
Miss Laura Mae Hunt, Lynch;
Miss Mabel L. Jones, Vancouver,
Washington; Miss Martha List,
Pleasure ville; Miss Peggy McGuire, Ashland; Mrs. Elva Marcum, Booneville; Miss Jean Miller, Irvine; Roy E. Moores, Richmond; Thomas Parrish, Richmond; Mildred Payne, Corbin; Allan B. Pennington, Louisville.
Miss Elizabeth Pennington, Ashland; Henry L. Perry, Richmond;
Miss Elizabeth Plessinger, Ludlow; Miss Aldene Porter, Covington; Miss Beulah Mae Raines,
Verne; Miss Georgia Ramsey,
Whitley City; Miss Elsie Rigsby,
Crab Orchard; Robert C. Kyle,
Covington; Carl H. Scott, Portsmouth, Ohio; Herbert L. Searcy,
Carroll ton; James Harold Smith,
Closplint; Ralph Kenneth Steely,
Corbin; Randall L. Stevens, Ashland; Miss Betty SUH Bellevue;
Miss Kathleen Sturgtll, Corbin;
Miss Betsy Tandy, Carrollton;
Miss Lula Thurman, Lebanon
Junction, and Eugene Tolson, Evansville, Indiana.

Saturday night, January 19, a
section of the Louisville Armory will be reserved for all
Eastern fans who wish to attend the Eastern-University of
Louisville *e*kftball game.
This has been arranged by J.
D. Turley. member of the faculty at Male High in Louisville and ah active member of
the Eastern Alumni Association.

Miss Floyd Appointed
to National Committee

The Reverend William At Benfleld, Ph.D. will open the Religious Emphasis Week with a
chapel address, Wednesday morning, January 30. The week's activities will close Sunday, February 3, with special programs in
the churches of Richmond.
Dr. Benfield, who is vice president of the Louisville Presbyterian
Seminary, has been active in religious emphasis work on various
college campuses and has participated in summer conferences for
young people. Last year he was
granted a leave of absence to investigate the use of methods in
other aspects of American life as
contrasted with those connected
with religious methods. - He has
traveled extensively and has been
praised highly for his lectures.
Graduating from Davidson College
in North Carolina, Dr. Benfield
studied at the Louisville Presbyterian Seminary and obtained his
doctor's degree from the Baptist
Seminary in Louisville.
Dr. Benfield will also speak at
the Vesper programs Wednesday
through Friday from 6:30 to 7:00
p. m. These will be held each evening in the Little Theatre.
The subjects of his four talks
will be:
I. "You and the Future."
n. "Enlarging Life."
in. "An Affair of the Heart."
TV. "Get in the Game."
Miss Jane Johnston, Danforth
Graduate on the campus, is chairman of the planning committee
and is directing the plans and activities for the event.
Discussion groups are being arranged for Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday afternoons from four
to five o'clock. These will take
place in the conference rooms of
the Student Union Building under
the leadership of Richmond ministers. The topics which will be discussed are the place of Christian
youth in the economic problems,
in interfaith cooperation, in preparation for marriage and home
life, and in the world Order.
On Friday night, a dinner will
be served in the Blue Room of the
cafeteria. After the dinner a religious movie will be shown. Recreation will be provided in Weaver
Health Building Saturday night,
beginning at 7:30.

Four New Members
Added To Staff
Mrs. Bettye Davis, Pineville,
has accepted the position of college nurse and assistant to Eastern's newly - appointed physician,
Dr. Harvey Blanton. She succeeds
Miss Elva Combs, who resigned
after serving four years.
Mrs. Davis, who has lived in
several cities in Kentucky, at
present calls her home Pineville.
Besides being a graduate of St.
Joseph Hospital In Lexington,
where she received her nurse's
training, Mrs. Davis is also a registered nurse of the State Board
of Health. For some time before
coming to Eastern she was employed as nurse at the Pattie A.
Clay Infirmary in Richmond.
Mrs. Davis states that she will
have office hours school days
from 8:00 to 9:00 a. m. in Sullivan Hospital and from 1:00 to
3:00 p. m. in the physician's office, Health Building.

Miss Mary Floyd, librarian at
Eastern State Teachers College,
has been apponited a member of
a committee to study the relationship and future possibilities of the
Association of College and Reference Librarians in connection with
the parent organization, the
American Library Association.
Other members of the committee are C. H. Brown, of Iowa
State College, chairman; Clarence
Paine, Beloit (Wis.) College; A.
F. Kuhlman, director of joint university libraries, Nashville, and
Stanley Pergellis, Newbury Library, Chicago. The committee will
report its findings at the June
meeting in Buffalo, N. Y., of the
national association.
Miss Floyd attended the midwinter meeting of the American
Frank E. Schraeter has been
Library Association in Chicago
Dec. 27-29. She is a member of added to the faculty of the Industhe board of the college and ref- trial Arts Department. He has
been employed to teach metal
erence librarian group.
work.
The Progress has been asked
Mr. Schraeter is from MenomoNEW PROJECTORS INSTALLED
to repeat the request that was
nie, Wisconsin, and is a graduate
made during the chapel proTwo new Super Simplex motion of Stout Institute in the class of
picture projectors were installed 1943. He has recently been placed
gram on Wednesday, January
in the Eastern Auditorium projec- on inactive duty after serving
9, by Ted Bennedett. The
tion rom this week replacing ma- nearly three years with the navy,
wearing of high school letters
chines which have been in use by both in the European and Pacific
has become prevalent on the
the, college for many years. The theaters. He is married and has
new machines are the latest type one son.
campus. It is a tradition of
double shutter mechanisms.
The enrollment of the Industrial
long standing and courtesy
Arts Department is rapidly reLast
summer
"Voice
of
the
that only letters pertaining to
Theater" wide range sound equip- turning to normal due to the large
the college be worn. Please
ment was installed, and with the number of veterans who are renew projectors acquired recently, turning.
take note and discontinue the
Eastern's equipment is equal to
wearing of other letters.
that found in the best theaters of
Replacing Ben Ashmore, who
the country.
resigned last quarter as math
teacher in the Model High School,
is Miss Ethel Dudderar, from Irvine. A former teacher in the Irvine High School, Miss Dudderar
has been working in Indiana for
the last three years aiding the
EASTERN MARCHES ON
war efforts of the duPont Corp.
Miss Dudderar received her A.
Founded in 1906, Eastern is now begin- B. degree from Transylvania Colin Lexington. She Is teachning her fortieth year of service to Ken- lege
ing math and acting as advisor to

tucky by preparing teachers for the schools
of the State. During these four decades,
8,118 have graduated and have taken their
places as leaders in the field of education.
They represent the high standards of training and the development of individual qualities which Eastern continues to offer her
students today.

MISS

Virginia Gooch, who is do-

ing her
quarter.

student

teaching

this

Miss Louise Rutledge, of Richmond, has been selected to fUl the
vacancy left by Miss Elizabeth
Greer, who resigned her position
as assistant librarian. Miss Rutledge received her A. B. from
Eastern, her B. S. In Library Sciences from Peabody College and
has done additional graduate work
ath the University of Wisconsin.
She was the libralran at Madison
High School before accepting her
position with the oollegs.

The social life at Eastern began
with a different spirit this quarter. We of .Eastern are proud to
see this spirit return to the campus because hitherto, social events
have been lacking. The new student body shows that it is eager
to have more and better social
events because of the interesting
program it has begun.
The Social Committee of the
Women's Residence Hall Organization started the events with an
"open house," which was held in
the lobby of Burnam Hall Wednesday evening, January 9, from
7:30 to 9:30 o'clock. Marie Riherd
was chairman of the committee.
On Friday night, January H,
following the Murray game, the
Veterans of Eastern presented
their first dance of the year. The
dance was an informal affair held
in the Little Gym. The price of
admission was thirty-five cents,
stag;, drag, or hag.
Saturday evening, January 12,
the Social Committee of the Student Union Committee sponsored
a January Jamboree with a department of fun for everyone.
There was dancing, bingo, fortunes, • music, cards, a variety
show, games, and even a chamber
of horrors.
Walnut Hall may again be the
scene of good times. The Veterans
have already begun plans for a
formal dance which will be held
later in the quarter. They hope to
have a big name band to play for
this dance. Informal dances are
to be sponsored frequently in the
Little Gym.
The Social Committee of the
College is meeting next week to
plan more social events, and it is
always welcome to receive suggestions from students. It is also
at the disposal of the boys, and
would like for them to place their
events on the calendar as soon as
possible.
With parties and dances. Eastern started a social program that
has a spirit typical of the past.
Social events of Eastern during
the last two years have been lacking because of the absence of the
boys, but things have changed
this quarter.. Any time we enter
the recrwa'lpn room now we may
see a number of young men, some
of whom are on the floor dancing,
but many times in the past the
recreation room has been a lonely
looking place.

FACULTYlNEWS

NUMBER 6

Margaret Jessee To Edit
1946 Belles Lettres

MARGARET JESSEE

Mid-Winter Term To
Begin February 6
Beginning February 6, Eastern
will offer a special short term
for teachers in county and independent school systems which
close in January or early February. This is also an excellent opportunity for mid-year high school
graduates and discharged service
men who wish to begin their college work at once.
These special classes will Include: Public school art, reading
In the elementary schools, education, literature for children, human development and psychology,
principles of secondary education,
geography, health, history, industrial arts, mathematics, sociology,
and American literature.
The teachers who have been
teaching on special permits are
eligible to take work In college on
the same basis as other students.
Those who expect to teach for
the first time next fall will be
given special attention.
Registration for the mid-winter
term will be held February 6,
with daisies scheduled to begin
the next day. The term closes
March 6 at the same time the
regular winter quarter ends.
The spring quarter will open
the following Monday, March 18.

Miss Margaret Jessee, English
major from Middlesboro, has been
elected by fellow members of the
Canterbury Club to edit Belles Lettres, the club's annual anthology
of student writings. The 1946 volume marks the twelfth year for
this publication.
' Miss Jessee will be assisted by
two other members of the club in
the preparation of the magazine.
"Mrs. Burma Dean Talbott, sophomore from Dayton, Ohio, will serve
as assistant editor and Miss Marilyn Morris, junior from Ashland,
>vill act as assistant editor and
Miss Marilyn Morris, junior from
Ashland, will act in the capacity
of business manager. The sponsor
of the publication Is Dr. Roy B.
Clark, head of the English, Department.
A senior, Miss Jessee is now
taking student teaching in the
seventh and eighth grades of Model
High. She Is a member of the
Madrigal Club and has served as
assistant hostess in the Student
Union. She will receive her Bachelor of Arts degree in August.
Mrs. Talbott is a reporter for
the Progress and a member of the
Math Club and the newly-formed
club for the wives of the veterans.
Miss Morris, a graduate of Ashland Junior College, is also a rer
porter'for the Progress and a
member of the YWCA.
The purpose of the Belles Lettres is to give a good representation of the student writing at Eastern. It contains essays, poetry,
short stories, short sketches, and
criticisms which have appeared in
no other publication.
A high
standard of writing must be maintained, and in order to keep it on
as high a level as possible, some
selection must be made. Articles
will be judged for their originality. Interest, and reading appeal.
This publication la expected to
go to press early In April and will
be available to students shortly
thereafter. Approximately three
hundred copies of the magazine
will be printed.
Any student, regardless of his
major, who Is Interested in writing, Is urged to contribute to Belles Lettres.
All contributions
should be given to the editor or
Dr. Clark.

Eastern Again Offers
Advanced ROTC Courses
To Eligible Students

Dr. William J. Moore spoke to
the Parent Teacher Association of
the Maxwell school in Lexington,
Wednesday, January 9. The subject of his address was the legislative program.
On Saturday, January 12, Dr.
Beginning with the winter quarMoore addressed the county teach- ter which opened last week, the
ers at Beattyville.
advanced course In the R. O. T. C.
field artillery unit at Eastern has
Miss Margaret Lingenfelser, as- been reactivated.
Lt. Joe Gafford, of Louisville,
sociate professor of elementary
education at Eastern, and Dean is temporarily In charge of this
Moore of Eastern attended the unit. Within the next few days,
Friday evening session of the edu- an officer with the rank of colonel
cational conference held at the will be assigned to Eastern as proUniversity of Kentucky on Janu- fessor of military science and tactics In command of the unit.
ary 11 and 12.
Plans were being made to activate the unit next September,
A meeting of all superintend- but the large enrollment of men
ents and college presidents In the for the winter quarter made it
Central Kentucky Education dis- possible to reactivate it earlier.
trict was called by Boswell B. Men who are admitted to the adHodgkin for Friday, January 11, vanced course now are given credat Eastern State Teachers Col- it for their basic training if they
lege. Mr. Hodgkins is superin- have had one year of actual miltendent of Winchester city schools itary service in the field. They
and president of C. K. E. A.
are given commissions as reserve
The meeting began at 11 o'clock officers with the rank of second
in the Little Theater of the Stu- lieutenant In the Army" Reserve
dent Union Building and conclud- Corps upon completion of the
ed with luncheon in the College course. Sgt. Thurman Bond has
Cafeteria. Conferences were held been teaching the basic R. O. T.
following the luncheon.
C. course which was reactivated
As a special feature of the pro- last fall.
The field artillery unit of the Regram a film, "Assignment Tomorrow," was presented. The film serve Officers Training Corps was
depicted the work of teachers and established at Eastern in 1935. It
educational organizations.
is one of three such units In this
area, the other two being at PurUniversity and Ohio State.
State Superintendent of Public due
All members of the advanced
Instruction, John Fred Williams, course
will receive the following
called a conference of high school emoluments:
principals and teachers for Sat(1). A
monetary
allowance,
urday morning, January 12.
equivalent to the current value of
The conference, held at Eastern, the garrison ration (approximately
began at 10 o'clock in the Little equal to 75 cents per day or 122.50
Theater of the Student Union per month) to be paid monthly durBuilding and continued through ing the periods of enrollment in
the noon. hour. Luncheon was held the advanced course less the period
In the college cafeteria.
^ of the six-week advanced summer
The purpose of the meeting was camp. (This camp will be held
to develop a better' high school tentatively during the summer of
program for the youth of Ken- 1947). This allowance wUl be paid
tucky., ■
In addition to benefits authorized
Members of the Eastern faculty by the GI BUI of Rights.
(2). An officer-type uniform,
who took part In the meeting on
the campus were: Dean Moore, complete with field overcoat and
Dr. D. T. Ferrell, Dr. J. D. Coates, shoes.
Dr. N. B. Cuff, R. A. Edwards,
(3). The pay of the seventh enDr. P. M. Grise and Samuel Walk- listed grade ($50 per month) while
at advanced camp and travel pay
er.
at the rate of 5 cents per mile from
The staff on behalf of the en- the institution to and from camp.
tire studenut body wishes to ex(4). ROTC texts will be furtend its .sympathy to Mrs. Lucille nished on a loan basis.
Whitehead, assistant college libraThe requirements for entry into
rian, on the death of her mother, the advanced course are as folMrs. Elma Rutledge.
lows:..
(1). Not less than one year acIt also expresses its sincere tive service in the Army, Navy,
sympathy to Mr. W. A. Ault, su- Marine Corps, or Coast Guard.
perintendent Of uUUdlngS and Such
ouui service
nrvitx Is
la in lieu of
01 the
uiw twutwe- *
runds, whose mother, Mrs. Sal- year basic course normally requlr-1
Jones Ault, died recently.

(2). A minimum ACCT score of
110 will be required. The test will
be given by the PMS & T, and any
applicant making a lower score
will be given one opportunity^ to /•
repeat the test.
(3). The applicant must require
at least two academic years to
complete all requirements' for
graduation from the institution or \ \
if graduated a student, must re-/ '
quire a like period to complete all *
work for an advanced degree.
(4). Applicant must be able to
meet the physical requirements for
appointment In the Officer's Reserve Corps and must not be drawing disability compensation from
the Veteran's Administration.
(5). No applicant will be admitted to the advanced course who is
less than 19 or more than 26 years
of age at the time of admission.
(6). Former AUS officers are
eligible for the advanced course If
they do not hold a commission In
the Officer's Reserve Corps or if
such commission be resigned.
It is felt that the advantages,
both monetary and otherwise, to
be derived from participation in
this course will be of interest to
many students, particularly recently-discharged veterans. Both
the War Department and the authorities of this institution desire
to establish a strong course this
term with at least ten students
enrolled. Those Interested in securing further information or who
desire to sign up for the course
should call at the Military Science
Office in the Health Building.
WIN $5 BY NAMING STREET
Vou ss>y you need money. Tod
say yon can't pay your bills.
TeU you what we're gonna do.
We'll give you five dollars If
yon submit the winning name
for the street that Is being constructed behind the women's
dormitoriea and will Join Second
Street below the Telford Music
BoUdlng. It will be the drive
In front of the pre-fabricated
houses which will be occupied
by veterans.
Every student enrolled In college Is eligible to enter the contest. Write your name and
your suggestion for the name
of the street on a slip of paper
and drop It in the box which Is
In the Book Store. The deadline is noon Monday, January
21. The contest wUl be Judged
by

I
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as second-class matter.
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ODDS AND ENDS «

with BOB RYLE

by LEMA A£ER

Member of
FROM APO TO CPO
The Kentucky Inter-Collegiate Press Association
Well, the lights go on again all
Member
over the dorm. Beaman's broom
flies in frantic flurries and the
associated CbHe6iate Press
whole college reconverts to meet
the returning veteran. Many of
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
them are former students of the
Bob Ryle
Editor "callage" who are now going to
Charlotte Berlin
1
., Business Manager complete their education.
They
Jerry Carrol, Bill De Venzlo, Guy Hatfield .... Sports were met by the familiar "aloonga
Herbert Searcy
Copy Editor zact boing" which is the AngloLois Colley
Alumni Editor Saxon way of saying "Have, a
Coke."
NEWS STAFF
Some are enrolling for the first
Joe Todrfl
Editor time and are getting a taste of
Nina Jo Lewis, Mary Gibson Reeves
Assistants our life at Eastern. We saw one
Lucille Brandenburgh
Society of them the other day going past
Mary L. Langan, Jo Marilyn Morris, Norma Ann the library towards the Health
Richards, Tina Tyler, Burna Dean Talbott
Building in the face of one of those
"gentle breezes."
We stopped
FEATURE STAFF
and Watched him for a while and
Lema Aker
Editor ten minutes later he was still go
Jimmy Smith, Wilburn Cawood
Cartoonists ing past the library towards the
Mart Noterman, Tommy Parrlsh, Allan Penning- Health Building. We think someton, Betsy Tandy, Howard Rowlette Columnists thing should be done about that
condition or our students will be
" SECRETARIAL STAFF
carried away, against their wishes,
Marilyn Henry and Gean Durham
to Kentucky Wesleyan in Winchester.
^

AS WE SEE IT

PAPER CLIPS, OR BOSSIK'S
CORROSIVE WHICH MAKES
HER EXPLOSIVE
We read in rile paper that a
cow exploded in South Africa, the
other day, after eating carbide
and we got to thinking just what
would have happened if they had
developed a breed of exploding
cows. Their ads would have run
something like this—"Tomorrow
morning, for breakfast, pour milk
from Elsie the Atomic Cow over
your cereal. It will change that
'snap' 'crackel' 'pop' to 'boom'
'crash' 'blooie.' It is rich in electrons and protons and will give
you more energy per swallow
than any other milk. A-n-n-d for
that mid-night snack try our new
sandwich spread. Just spread It
and forget it. It will take your
breath away."
We wonder if you milk a cow
like that or detonate it.

BORN TO BLUSH UNSEEN!
Eastern's Maroon quintet has been play' ing excellent ball games m the face of tough
competition and the entire student body is
proud of it. Coach Rankin is enjoying one
of the most successful years of his career
with one of the strongest teams in the state
—but who knows it?
Few papers, other than the "Kentucky
Bible," the "Courier-Journal' and the Lexington "Herald-Leader," carry the stories of
Eastern's games. Out-of-state papers assert
that "little is known about the visiting team
from Richmond, Ky." Cincinnati papers list
the scores of our games along with the other games of last .week, while the Kentucky
sections of these* papers give write-ups and
pictures of the players of other Kentucky LITTLE JACK HORXER
NOW SWEEPS THE CORNER
fives.
Llttl
Homer .
It is obvious that no college spends mon- Sat inJack
the corner,
ey for athletics just to provide entertain- An inconspicuous place to sit,
ment for the student body. A strong, game- But his love he had spider
-»
winning team, as we have now, travels over And sat down besider
And
a
sad
story
followed,
to
wit.
the country and carries with it the name of
the college. Its main purpose is publicity. Of the two, she was smarter
She was the bakerman's darter
So why defeat its purpose?
Jack's chances were sour.
Wouldn't it "be to the advantage of the But
He heard her father had dough
college to give employment to one of its stu- But what he didn't know
dents to prepare at least one press release a It consisted of milk and flour.
day to be sent to all papers in the state and Jack Invested his money
several outside the state? Pictures should On his bakerman's Honey
be taken of the members of the squad and Thinking he'd really clean-up someday.
mats should be made to accompany the artiSo she went to college
cles. Items could then be sent, in advance, And
picked up some knowledge
to the city papers of the teams we oppose.
And a boyfriend along the way.
At the end of the season the student
would not find his job completed. He could Last week she was wed
fellow named Ted
then turn his efforts to covering the many To a had
plenty of money to pay.
events and activities on the campus which Who
While poor Jack got a Job
are of interest to many people in the state. With the street cleaning mob
A scholarship for a publicity man would Where he really cleans-up
EVERYDAY.
be as well earned as one for a trainer or a
student manager.
BOOK MATCHES
The cafeteria lines on Sunday
—"3 o'clock Dinner" ... . Freshand sophomore terms—"The Green
Years" ^*^The
7:30
alarm—

Cartoon'by JIMMY SMITH

RHYTHM RIPPLES

By LEMA AKER
Here-It is—a new quarter, a new year, new faces
oq the'campus and we are still copying other people's work for a column.
Henery Ford didn't know who Benedict Arnold
was or what a mobile Army is.
4
And he didn't know much about Porto Rico and
Ignorant idealists; but Henery Ford has a whole
lot of millions of *$$$$$$$$$.
Now I know that Benedict was born in 1747 and
he was an American general and he was a traitor
and that a mobile Army moves and that Porto Rico
Is in the West Indies and became American on July
17, 1898;
I have never even seen a million $$$$$$$$$$.
Now, I would like to know what is the use of
a college education?
- Room Mat "May I please borrow your blue.
tie?"
Ditto—"Why the formality?"
Room Mate—"Couldn't find it."

By "MART" NOTERMAN

Good Advice— Old: "I'm writing to my best girl—what is a
Well, chicks, here It is—1946. of "Meadowland," the famed World clever
P. S. to add?"
A new year filled with newer and War H Red Army March.
Older: "Please burn this at once."
• • •
better records. Rumbas in the
South, Jazz in the Middle West BEHIND THE MIKE:
Chemistry Prof: "Name three articles containing
and Ballads in the North.
Bob Crosby became a civilian starch"
Let's swing along with Claude again after two years in the MaFreshman: "Two cuffs and a collar."
Thornhill on Columbia with "Bus- rine Corps . . . Louis Armstrong
ter's Last Stand" and "I Don't will be featured in a short, 'Pup"Do you play bridge?" she asked him as they
Know Why," the latter a mood petoon" . . . Cootie Williams, Lio- stopped before the swollen brook.
ballad with fine vocals by the nel Hampton, and Jack Teagarten
Snowflakes.
met in St. Louis to give Jazz lovers From the Devil's Dictionary—
Les Brown records his theme some real stuff . . . Hazel Scott
ADMIRAL, n. That part of a war-ship which
"Leap Frog" and "Show Me the is touring the country with Gene does the talking while the figure-head does the
Way to Go Home," an old favorite Sedric, a Fats Waller alumni, and thinking.
with a catchy vocal. Another, un- his band . . . Sammy Kayo was
AFRICAN, n. A nigger that votes our way.
der the Les Brown treatment is presented the "Key to Broadway"
APRH, FOOL, n. The March fool with another
"You Won't Be Satisfied," but I for entertaining longer on Broad- month added to his folly.
assure you that you will be with way than any other band during
APOLOGIZE, v.i. To lay the foundation for a
this platter.
The backing is 1945 . . . Roy Eldridge, who Just future offense.
"Come to Baby, Do" with a Doris left Artie Shaw, has invented a
BACK, n. That part of your friend which it is
Day vocal.
trumpet, approximately a third your privilege to contemplate in your advertisity.
T. Dorsey features the Senti- the size of a regulation trumpet
BAROMETER, n. An ingenious instrument
mentalist and himself singing a and the same sounds come out, which indicates what kind of weather we are havnovelty, "That Went Out With too . . . Post war one-nighters ing.
Bottom Shoes" and "The Moment will be made by plane Instead of
BIGAMY, n. A mistake in taste for which the
I Met You" also by the Senti- via the usual Greyhound.
wisdom of the future will adjust a punishment call• • •
mentalist.
ed trigamy.
For a smash vocal, listen to Phil
Our first Maroon "E" goes to
BORE, n. A person who'talks when you wish
Brito crooning, "A Pretty Girl Is Jack Smith, radio tenor who has he would listen.
Like a Melody" and "I Used to gained fame recently on the FamCANNIBAL; n. A gastronome of the old school
Love You." Can't be beat! ily Hour every Sunday and now who preserves the simple tastes and adheres to the
Bing Crosby teams with Car- has his own show, "The Jack natural diet of the pre-pork period.
men Cavalier and his piano in "I Smith Hour" over C. B. S.
CIRCUS, n. A place where horses, ponies, and
Can't Begin to Tell You" and "I
Jack has been putting a Jump elephants are permitted to see men, women and
Can't Believe That You're in Love into ballads that swooner fans do children acting the fool.
with Me."
not hear from Sinatra or Crosby.
CLARIONET, n. An instrument of torture opElla Mae Morse used her Morse His music gives one an infectious erated by a person with cotton in his ears. There
code to give you the rocking blues lilt and makes one want to Join in. are two instruments worse than a clarionet—two
with "Buzz Me" and "Rip Van
Coming straight from Holly- clarionets.
Winkle." A solid beat and a rip wood this 185 lb. 6'2" hunk of man
CONSULT, v. t. To seek another's approval of
pleat.
is only interested in radio and a course already decided on.
Jimmie Lunceford and the Del- teaching. Yes, I said "Teaching."
DANCE, v. 1. To leap about to the sound of
ta Rhythm Boys co-star In a gem, By day, he becomes an instructor tittering music, preferably with arms about your
"The Honeydripper" and "Baby, for the New York School of Air- neighbor's wife or daughter. There are many kinds
Are You Kiddin'?"
craft Instruments.
of dances, but all those requiring the participation
For a special delight, hear Fred
To bad he's married gals, but of the two sexes have two characteristics in comWaring play "Hora Staccato" with here's luck to a non-swooner king mon: they are conspicuously innocent, and warmly
a skillful reverse by the Glee Club of vocals.
loved by the vicious.

ADVICE TO YOUNG MEN

Yours For The Asking
Your Inquiring Reporter was
very inquiring this week. The
majority of those questioned were
very cooperative.
The suckers
didn't know that their answers
would appear in the PROGRESS!
The question: How many dates'
should a boy and girl have before
the first kiss?
Madelyn Salyer: I think It's O.
K. to kiss 'em on the second or
third date, but definitely not the
first.
George Maines: Sure, kiss her
on thq, first date—that is, unless
it's a real nice one. Then wait
until the second or third.
Pauline Caudill: It's all right on
the first date. It may not be etiquette, but I'm for it .
Goebel Ritter: I think three Is
about right—but no more than
that. '
Marilyn Trieschmann: On the
first date, you can kiss him once;
second, you can kiss him twice;
for the third one, go ask the House
Council.

Davis Hahn: Go ahead and kiss
her on the first date. If you don't,
somebody may beat you to it.
Maria Stergeos: No kissing on
the first date. If you use up your
kisses then, you won't have anything to look forward to.
Dan Dougherty: Date! Don't
even wait for a date! What's
wrong with the first five minutes ?
When surrounded, attack!
Ernestine Park: If it's human,
nothing's wrong with the first
date.
Jody Cornelison: I'm not going
with anybody now, so I'll say three
dates. That's etiquette.
Jane Acree: He's a crumb if he
tries on the first date. But if he
does, go ahead and kiss him, of
course—that is, If he isn't too repulsive; and if he is, you oughtn't
to be out with him anyway.
Casey Nowakowski (advice from
a Husband): The first date. Why
waste two or three?

UNDERSTANDING RUSSIA
There is much talk that the United
States will have to fight Russia in the next 22* ^-"T^'corn *£
war (or a continuation of the recent one). Green" . . . Escorts going into
Probably the reason for this is that we don't Burnam Hall—"Brave Men" .
Lights in the Roark Building—
really understand the Russian people, their "Forever
Amber" . . . Dr.
La
government, their language or anything else Fuze's biology classes—"Microbe
about them.
Hunters" . . . Conrad Ott—"BeIt or IJot" . . . Miss Floyd
Much has been said of these facts, but lieve
—"The Lady in the Morgue" , . .
there have been few ideas advanced as to Math
11—"Journey Into Fear."
methods of changing them.
One idea has been offered which stands
far above the rest. It has beeh used for
years by countries on friendly terms. It
because he had left me in his room having lived, "you may have been
embodies sending students to Russia to By HOWARD ROWLETTE
and wouldn't leave the city with- around, but you certainly show it.
out me. Now he hardly ever takes Why my two cousins, Sloppy Joe
study in the Soviet schools and in turn reIt's about time that me out for an airing or a brush- and Blue Dungarees are quite more
ceiving students from Russia to study in I'mHurrumph!
put aside, these past few years ing. That's gratitude for you.
aristocratic and acceptable to soours. This plan has many more virtues have been a burden to me. Now Why only yesterday, while he ciety than you. You're outmoded
than first seem apparent. Besides learning I'll get a chance to rest and get was dressing, he almost knocked and are good for nothing but moth
wrinkles out of my knees and me on the floor. In his hurry to food. Why did Jim ever buy you ?"
about Russia, our students would make the
elbows.
that hideous loafer of a grey
Jim didn't exactly choose me,
friends with whom they would keep in con- I surely am crowded in this don
tweed, he bent the hanger on but I was quite ponular the last
tact and the Russian students would do the stuffy
closet, I wish that sport which I was resting. Yeah, that few years. You see, I kept htm
same in this country. This would give more Jacket would get its clashing grey tweed, the manufacturer was pretty warm and comfortable from
people a reason to keep out of war with plaids out of my face and give me unable to finish It until he hit up- his basic training to his discharge
a chance to breathe. Look at him on the idea of making the sleeves last month. I was his best and
Russia.
hanging there like a kaleidoscopic plain blue. If that isn't adding only clothing for many years. Now
Another point is that through these new rag. I never thought Jim would insult to injury. I guess I am Just I will be saved for the Legion
relations our two countries would be much ever wear anything like that
useless . . .
parades.
"You said It, useless is right."
Something has come over Jim
Stand back! See my buttons!
more likely to exchange ideas concerning lately.
Oh, so you've been listening. They still shine, not much, but
For years he has taken
government and the thousand and one little care of me
and has given me the Well, I've seen more of the world some. Jim will keep me long after
problems that prevent us from living happy best of treatment—always seeing than you'll ever see. Jim would he has discarded you and the rest
of his college clothes. You see,
lives; despite the fact that most people con- that I was clean and neat and pro- never wear you anyplace.
tected from the rain. Why I re"Listen, you old has been," said I am a part of Jim. I represent
sider Russia a radical nation, some of hex member
time In Casablanca the sport coat shrugging its shoul- four years of his life, but you will
methods are unquestionably good.
' JT when he one
missed a hop to Dakar ders and showing jealousy for not only be one of many in a few years.

Soliloquy

'

Long

Never smash thy promise, lad;
Never break thy word;
Never kiss a lady's lips,
Lest thou seem absurd.
Be a rock the girls can trust;
Never tell a lie;
Never come thou back again
When they say bood-by.
Never let them wonder, lad,
If thou'lt be on time;
Pay thy debts with diamonds, '
Never with a rhyme.
Never be a wastrel, lad;
Make of honor a business,
Make of truth a trade.
Never mind a maid;
Do thou as I tell thee, lad;
Be the best of men;
t
And girls won't write of thee in verse,
Nor think of thee' again.
"I don't like your heart action," said the medical examiner. "You've had some trouble with
Angina Pectoris."
"You're partly right, doctor," said the applicant
sheepishly, "only that ain't her name."
A pretty your girl was eagerly watching a drill
at a camp when a rifle volley crashed out. With
a surprised scream, she shrank back into the arms
of a corporal who was standing behind her.
"Oh, I beg your pardon," she exclaimed, blushingly, "I was so frightened by the rifles."
"That's all right," said the corporal, "let's go
over and watch the heavy artillery."
•
»
If you don't feel just right
If you can't sleep at night.
If you moan and sigh
If your throat is dry,
If you can't smoke or drink.
If your grub tastes like ink,
. >
If your heart doesn't beat,
If you've got cold feet,
If your head's in a swirl—
Why don't you marry the girl.
There's a place In Northern Greenland
Where there Is no ten-o'clock;
There's a place in Northern Greenland
Where there are no deans to shock;
Beyond the seas, where all things freeze
Beneath those Northern Lights,
Fair Esquinox spoon with their beaux
Though the six month's night—
• OH, BOY—that six months' night!

f
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News of Our Alumni and Former Students At Eastern.
The News Letter and Progres*
la mailed to all active alumni and
to mn and women In the Bervlce.
Graduates and former students not
In the service who wish to receive
the publications will be put on the
mailing list for a year upon payment of $1.00 dues.
Pfc Thos. Moberiey Dies In
Accident Near Winchester
While Returning; Home
Thomas Moberiey, Jr., 22, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Thomas Moberiey, of Mt. Sterling, was killed
Instantly shortly after 10 o'clock
Sunday night in an accident on the
Winchester-Lexington road, near
the Scott Judy home.
Another ex-service man, Ashby
White, 21, of Winchester, was also
killed in the accident. White was
a son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry White
of Winchester, Both of the boys
had just returned from overseas
and were en route home after being honorably discharged at Camp
Atterbury, Indiana.
According to reports, the two exservice man were riding In the cab
of a gasoline transport truck ownid by R. P. York, Winchester, and
driven by Oliver Corey, also of
that city, who escaped with a
fractured leg. According to Corey,
the tragedy occurred when the
trucks' lights failed four miles wesf
of Winchester on Highway 60 and
the truck plunged down a 12-foot
embankment into a creek bed on
the south side of the highway. The
bodies of the two boys were not
extricated until about 1 a. m. Monday. Corey stated he Jumped from
the truck as It went over the embankment which probably saved
him from meeting a similar fate
of his two companions.
Mr. and Mrs. Moberley's other
son, James C. Moberiey, of the U.
S. Navy, was reported missing two
years ago after the battle of Java
.and has never been heard from
since. Besides his parents, he is
survived by three sisters, Mrs. J.
W. Thomas, Henderson, and Mrs.
Paul Murphy and Miss Virginia
Moberiey, of this city.
Pfc. Moberiey attended Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and Eastern
State Teachers College at Richmond before entering the armed
forces. He had been overseas
about two years and had only recently arrived In the States and
was hurrying home after receiving
his discharge at Camp Atterbury.
He was a loveable. and exemplary young man, quite popular with
all who knew him, and his tragic
death is mourned by the entire
community. Mr. and Mrs. Moberiey and his sisters have the deepest
sympathy of all our citizens in
their hour of sorrow.
Funeral services were held at
2:30 p. m. Wednesday at the
Methodist church. The Rev. P. C.
Gillesple, pastor, and Dr. John B.
Moss officiated. Burial was in
Machpelah' cemetery.
Active pallbearers were: Billy
Henry, Llndsey Douglas, Jr., William Pierson, Harry Hadden, Jr.,
E. R. Wade, Jack Tipton, Marion
Eubank and Byron E. Reed, Jr.
Honorary bearers were: Ralph
Greene, Shirley Mason, Crawford
Mason, Richard Winn, William
Woodford, Charles Duff, Robert
Howell and the Rev. Olus Hamililton.—(From Mt. Sterling Ky.,
' Advocate, of Dec. 13, 1945.)
Pfc. Moberiey attended Eastern
the second semester of 1941-42 and
fall and winter quarters of 194243.
Cpl. Pardon Still Listed as Missing
Cpl. James K. Purdon, of Maysvllle, sophomore in 1941-42, is still
officially listed as missing In action, according to information rereceived from Mrs. Purdon (Rayma Dean Inman, of Whltley City,
sophomore in 1941-42) last week.
Cpl. Purdon, CFC specialist on a
B-29 Superfort based In the Marlanas, has been missing in action
since March 10. He had been overseas a month and had participated
in four raids over Japan. He
volunteered for the Air Corps In
September, 1943, took his basic
training at Jefferson Barracks,
Mo., and had completed his college
work at Maryvllle College, Maryville, Tenn., as an aviation cadet
when that phase of the program
was discontinued. He remained in
the Air Corps, taking gunnery
training and later receiving his
Air Crew Specialist's Wings. Mrs.
Purdon and their two children,
Jimmy and Kirby Elizabeth, are
at present .with her parents In
Whltley City but expect to go to
Maysville soon to be with Cpl.
Purdon's parents for several
months.
Death of L. C. Bowlcti
Further news of the circumstances of the death of L. C.
Bowles, a graduate of Model high
school of 1942, has been received
through his sister, Mrs. Walter
Hill (Beulah Bowles, '40, of Richmond). A member of the Timberwolf Division, Sgt. Bowles waa
one of the eighteen men of a company of three hundred men who
lived 'through the Battle of the
Bulge and was taken prisoner by
the Germans. He remained in
prison camps until March 23, 1945,
when he was killed by-strafing
from American planes while in
a box car four days on a railroad
aiding aa his group was being
transferred to another camp. His
death occurred only ate days before the camp was liberated. Sgt.
Bowles played In the college band
ate years.
Lt. and Mrs. Hill Uve at 1310
Richmond Road, WUliamsburg,
Va. They have two children, a
son, Gregg, 20 months old, and a
daughter, Jaynie, eight months old.
Lt. Hill is regimental commander
at Camp Peary, Va^ in charge of
30,000 boot trainees. He was a
senior at Eastern in 1939-40 and
served two yean with Patrol

Squadron 53 over the Atlantic.
Lt. Walker Missing
Since Last February
1st Lt. Edward .W. Walker, of
Richmond, sophomore in the spring
quarter of 1942-43, Is still listed aj
missing, in action over Yugoslavia
since February 13, 1945. He waj
a navigator on a B-24 bomber
with the 15th Air Force In Italy
and had been overseas six months
when reported missing. Lt. Walker won his wings and commission
June 1, 1944. He entered the service June 10, 1943. His mother,
Mrs. C. B. Walker, and two sisters,
Misses Eva and Lois Walker, live
in Richmond. A third sister, Pauline, teaches near Louisville.
Eastern At Blarit*
News lias been received from.
T/Sgt Jim Squires, '41, of Lexington, of a meeting of Eastern
men at Biarritz American University In France. Sgt. Squires
wrote the following report of the
meeting:
"Eastern students have met in
various climes and under strange
conditions. The last word in such
meetings was held December 21st
In the swank dining room of Hotel
Miramar overlooking the bay of
Biscay in Biarritz, France.
"For many years Biarritz has
been a famed mecca for vacationists but its recent fame comes
from Biarritz American University, an army education project,
which had an enrollment of 4,200
soldier-students during its second
term which ended December 21st.
The student body of B.A.U. has
been made up of soldiers from all
over Europe and Great Britain
while the majority of the faculty
came directly from civilian colleges and universities in the
Qtorpa

"Six' of the 4,200 B.A.U. GIJoe collegiates and two of the faculty members have fond recollections of Eastern-Western feuds,
the ravine cloaked in its finest
fall garb, and other memories
cherished only by those who know
the friendly college.'
"At the ' Miramar conclave
Claude Rawllns, .'43, and Jim
Squires, '41, represented the old
grads; Russell Weingartner, whose
junior year at EKSTC was Interrupted by the Army, spoke for
those who would have graduated
In '45; and the ASTP lads, who
found Eastern and Richmond
models of Kentucky hospitality,
were Bob Reed, Bob Balch, and
Bill Lemonds. Interlocutor at the
dinner table was Prof. James E.
Van Peursem (Mr. Van to all
Easternltes), who will be a part
of B.A.U."s music faculty during
the third term.
"After the meeting had adjourned to the Miramar lobby Mr. Van
was approached by Capt. Robert
H. Ward who asked him if he
wasn't from Eastern's music department.
Capt. Ward waa a
junior at Eastern in '34 and is a
member of the B.A.U. economics
faculty.
"Since Mr. Van had to pack his
musette bag for his between-terms
furlough to England, the meeting
ended at midnight. It was concluded that wherever good people
congregate one will always find
someone in the congregation from
Eastern."
Sgt. Squires has been overseas
about fifteen months and expects
to return to Kentucky in February.
Discharged
Many Eastern men have been
released from the service or have
returned to the United States in
the last few weeks. News about
the following has been received.
Lt. Comdr. Robert K. Salyers,
'29, of Louisville, formerly of
Richmond and Carrollton. was
among a<_group of naval officers
released from active duty at the
Memphis, Tenn., Naval Separation
Center on December 20. In service three and one half years, Lt.
Comdr. Salyers at the time of his
release was special assistant to
the Director of Demobilization Activity in the Bureau of Naval Personnel In Washington. He was
flag secretary of the Naval Operating Base, Iceland, for 13 months
and, after returning to this country, served aa interviewing officer
at the Office-of Naval Officer Procurement In Chicago before going
to Washington in September, 1944.
The permanent mailing address for
Mr. and Mrs. Salyers is Post Office
Box 1, Louisville. They have two
children, Abigail, three years old.
and Bob King, 15 months. Lt.
Comdr. Salyers' younger brother,
David, has been discharged from
the Army after two years of service overseas, including the.Normandy invasion, the "Bulge" and
other action. He has a son 19
months old. Lt. James R. Salyers Is a psychologist wlthetn Army Base Hospital in France. His
wife lives in Harrodsburg. Mrs.
Dick, Hays (Mary Alice Salyers)
and her husband live near Louisville. They have a son born November 6.
David, James, and
Mary Alice all attended Eastern
while they lived in Richmond.
Their mother, Mrs. W. L Salyers,
lives with David at 409 Kensington
Court, Louisville.
Sgt. William Donald Music, of
Prestonsburg, '40, was discharged
from the Army Air Corps at Drew
Field, Tampa, Fla, December 10
and visited at Eastern a few days
later. He enlisted July 28, 1942,
in the Air Corps and was at Avon
Park Army Air Field, Fla., two
years training combat crews for
B-17s. He was celestial navigation training Instructor. He la
now teaching industrial arts at
Wheelwright high school in Floyd
county.
8/Sgt. Hlse D. Tudor, '38. of
Paint Lick, waa discharged at Ft.
Knox, Ky., January 1 after serving in the European theater about

20 months with a Troop Carrier
Group.. He la at present at Paint
Lick with Mrs. Tudor, the former
Miss Edith Ward, '38. Sgt. Tudor
has been in the service about three
years.
Sergeant George Vlascher Nash,
'42, of Trinity, received his discharge December 1 and is taking
some review courses at Eastern
this quarter. He entered the service on September 7, 1942, took
his basic training at Camp Woltera, Texas, and Joined the 35th
Division at Camp San Luis Obispo,
California. The division was sent
to Camp Rucker, Ala., and to the
maneuver area in Tennessee, then
to Camp Kilmer, N. J., sailing for
the European theater May. 12,1944.
Sgt. Nash took part in the Normandy, Northern France, and
Rhineland battles and was wounded twice the same day, September
23, 1944. After spending 110 days
in hospitals in England he was
given limited duty assignment at
the 90th General Hospital In
France. He returned to the States
November 25, landing at Boston.
1st Lt. Don Hill, '35, of- Richmond, returned to New York December 24 alter serving 26 months
with the 198th and 97th Station
Hospitals in India. Lt. Hill entered the service May 15, 1942,
and received a field promotion
from technical sergeant to second
lieutenant Mrs.Hill (Maude Ritchie McLaughlin, '35, of Richmond)
is cashier at Eastern.
(
■ Storekeeper 2/c Dorothy, Dunaway, '40, of Owenton, received her
discharge from the WAVES January 11 and plans to return to
teaching. She has been stationed
at Pearl Harbor the past nine
months, returning to the States
on January 2. Miss Dunaway
taught at Woodsville, Ohio, before
entering the service in September,
1943. Her brother, T/4 Rodney
Dunaway, freshman In 1941-42, has
been discharged after serving 23
months in the European theater.
He entered the Army in May,
1943, and received his discharge
January 16. ""
Lt. (jg) 'Leland Wilson, '34, of
Richmond, was discharged recently
and Is at present in Richmond with
his wife and two children. Lt. Wilson has been in the Naval Reserve
about two and a half years and
served in the Pacific eleven
months. He was radar officer on
Okinawa and other Pacific islands
Orvllle Hamilton, '34, of Mt.
Olivet, received his discharge October 22 and has returned to his
former position as principal and
mathematics teacher at Demiug
High School, Mt. Olivet Mr. Hamilton served as technical sergeant
in the Army Air Corps 31 months,
two years of which were in Italy
and France.
Capt. Jack Bayer, '33, of Richmond, returned to this country In
December and Is now on terminal
leave. He has been with an Eighth
Army Air Force Bomber Station
In England and the European theater the past thirty-four months.
Capt. Bayer entered the service
in March, 1942, and was graduated
from the AAF Officer Candidate
School at Miami Beach, Fla., in
November of that year. He completed an intelligence course at the
AAF Intelligence School at Harrisburg, Pa., before receiving his
overseas assignment. Capt. Bayer
has returned to his work as a lawyer In Richmond.
Sgt. William G. Eaton, '41, of
Mocksvllle, N. C, was discharged
from the Army Air Corps at Seymour Johnson Field, N. C, Uie
first of January. He has been
in the service nearly four years,
serving part of the time as chaplain's assistant In Alaska Mrs.
Eaton Is the former Miss Verna
Mae Johnson, of Richmond.
Cpl. Arthur F. Klein, '40, of
Portsmouth, Ohio, was a visitor at
Eastern January 14. He returned
to the United States in December,
receiving his discharge December
24 and arriving at his home Christmas Day. He had been on Guam
the past ten months with the
595th Army Air Forces band, and
in the AAF service over three
years. Mr. and Mrs. Klein (Sadie
Brasher, of Dycusburg, junior at
Eastern the summer of 1942) and
their sbn, Arthur F., H, five months
old, are at present visiting his
parents at 1819 Oakland Ave.,
Portsmouth, O.
Lt. Charles Bowling, '39, of
Bowlingtown, has been discharged
from the Army and is at present
living at 664 Irving Road, Chicago 13, 111. He served more than
a year in the Pacific, returning to
the States in 1943. Recently he
was stationed at Camp Livingston,
La.
Lieut. Glenn A. Faulkner, '35,
of WUliamsburg, has returned to
the United States for rotation and
rehabilitation leave after serving
twenty months with the Navy In
the Pacific. He has been based
recently on Saipan Island and has
been In the service nearly four
years. His home address is Route
No. 3, WUliamsburg.
Capt Ralph Crawford, of Combs,
senior the summer of 194L returned to the States December 22
after serving In the Asiatic-Pacific theater two years. He Is on
terminal leave until March 29 and
plans to return to Eastern for the
mid-winter term which begins
February 6. He received the Purple Heart for wounds suffered in
the Philippines campaign on March
10, 1945. Capt. Crawford took
part in amphibious landings at
New Guinea and the Philippines
and was also stationed In Australia
and Japan. He wears the Philippine Liberation, Asiatic-Pacific
ribbon with two battle stars and
arrowhead. Bronze Star, American

Theater ribbon, Victory Medal, dennes and Rhineland campaigns. service nearly three years.
He entered the service December
Pfc. Edward L. Black, '35, of
Combat Infantryman Badge.
Richmond, is enrolled as a student
1st Lt. John D. Whisman, of 10, 1942.
w
Clay City, junior the winter quarLt (Jg) Sarah Louise Long,, '40, ot architectural drafting at the
ter of 1942-43 when he left college of Richmond, received her dis- Warton American Technical School
to enter the Air Corps, has re- charge from the WAVES this week in England. He is one of 4,000
ceived his discharge at Patterson and is at present visiting her par- soldiers who are taking advantage
Field, Ohio. He was navigator- ents in Richmond. She entered the of the Army's educational program
bombardier:radar observer on B-17 service in July, 1943, and has been as students in the eight-week sesand B-24 bombers on combat mis- with the Navy Dept in Washing- sion at Warton.
sions over central Europe. Lt. ton, D. C, more than two years.
Pfc. Black entered the service,
Whisman went overseas in No- Miss Long received her master's in October, 1943, as.a member of"
vember, 1944, and returned to this degree from Colorado State Col- the 292nd Engineer Combat Batcountry July 13, 1945. He was lege of Education, Greeley, in 1941 talion and later saw action in two
stationed at Boca Raton Army Air and taught at Julesburg, Colo., and campaigns in the ETO. He expects
Field, Fla., until reporting to Pat- Ottawa, 111., before entering the to return to the United States for
terson Field for discharge.
his discharge soon. Mrs. Black
service.
T/Sgt. Squire Baker, of Oneida,
Capt. Claude Harris, '41, of and their daughter are at present
Junior in 1939-40, was a recent vis- fcouisville, returned to the States with his mother in Richmond.
itor on the campus. He received the past week and is now on ter- Grads In Service In I . S. A.
his discharge from the service No- minal leave. Capt. Harris entered
Capt. Fred E. Darling, '42,.-of
vember 1 and took office January the service in June, 1942, and has Glouster, Ohio, is commanding" of7 as county court clerk of Clay been in the European theater over ficer of a prisoner of warveamp at
County. Sgt. Baker, an engineer two years. He was with the First Melbourne, Fla., Nava><A.ir Staon a B-17, entered the Air Corps Army. He and Mrs. Harris (Ann tion, with Army Service Forces.
July 29, 1942, and was sent over- Stiglitz, '40) are at present at 33 He was formerly instructor at Ft.
seas in October, 1943, with the Club Lane, Louisville 7.
Sill, ok la., andxhas been jn the
Eighth Air Force in England. His
S/8gt. Oliver T. Wilson, '38, service since .September, 1942. On
plane was shot down over Dussel- teacher at Erlanger until he enter- December .4'he was promoted to
dorf, Germany, December 1, 1943, ed the service the summer of 1942, the ranbr'of captain in the Field
and he was a prisoner of the Ger- has been discharged and is living Artillery.
mans until his camp was liberated at 6128 Hamilton Ave., Cincinnati
\xT (Jg) Thomas Little, '37, of
May 3, 1945. He arrived in the 24, Ohio. Sgt. Wilson served with Paint Lick, is Educational Service
United States June 11.
the 305th Medical Battalion in the Officer, U.S.N. Personnel SeparCapt. Hershel Lee Turner of European theater more than a year ation Center, Room 327, Lido
•
Cynthlana, sophomore in 1940-41, and a half.
Beach, Long Island, New York.
Lt. Sidney Clay Roseberry, Par- Lt. Little has been in the service
vistled at Eastern last week. He
Is on terminal leave until January is, sophomore in 1941-42, received two vears and returned in July
26. Capt. Turner entered the-ser- his discharge recently after serv- from a year of duty with the Armvice November 1, 1941, received ing three and a half years with an ed Guard on a ship operating in
his lieutenant's commission In anti-tank company. He was in the Atlantic.
May, 1942, and went overseas as the European theater about 19
Lt. Clarence B. Ellison, '32, ol
a P-38 pilot November 24, 1942, months.
Waynesburg, is now Training and
with Elliott Roosevelt's Recon- Visitors On Campus
Roster Control Officer at the Sepnaissance Group. His plane was
Lt. (jg) Harry B. Lucas, '43, of aration Center at Fort Dix, N. J.
shot down over Bremen, Germany, Beattyville, Lt. (jg) Cliff Tfnnell, His address is 1262 SCU RS No. 2,
June 11, 1943, and he was liber- '43, of Newport, and Mrs. Tinnell Unit B, Separation Cetner, Ft.
ated April 29, 1945, arriving in the (Virginia Gilbert, Booneville), Lt. Dix. Lt. Ellison was commissionUnited States June 4.
Marion Morgan, '40, of Louisville, ed in the Army .Air Forces in FebSgt. Paul Love, Junior the first and Roberta Riggs Paul, '40, of ruary, 1943, and for more than a
semester of 1941-42, was discharg- New Albany, Ind., Larry Lehmann, year was director of the ground
ed at Camp Polk, La., December 5 '43, and Mrs. Lehmann (Martha school at Marianne, Fla.
and is now employed in Santa Fe, Sandifer, '43) of Ft, Thomas, and
Cpl. Gordon Rader, '42, of LouisN. Mex. Mr. Love entered the Cpl. James Logsdon and Mrs. ville, is in the U. S. Naval Hosservice in March, 1942, and served Logsdon, '42, Frankfort, were pital. Oakland, Calif., Wara 74-B.
with the M. R. T. C. band at Camp among the many graduates and Cpl. Rader was wou.ided in the inJoseph T. Robinson, Ark., more former students on the campus vasion of Saipan and has been In
than a year, then for several recently. Lt. Tinnell has receiv- Naval hospitals since that time.
months with Hq. Det Band, 8th ed his release from the Naval Re- He has been at Oakland the past
Service Command, Dallas, Texas. serve and plans to return to East- 17 months. He entered service in
In 1944 he was transferred to ern for the winter mid-term which the Marine Corps in the summer of
physical education rehabilitation begins February 6. In the service 1942.
work with wounded veterans at since July, 1943, he was aboard
Cpl. Albert B. Cox, '35, of RichBruns General Hospital In Santa USS LSM 142 in the Pacific about mond, is in classification and perFe where he remained until his 19 months and recently was in sonnel work with the Marine Corps
discharge except for a brief train- Japan. Lt. Lucas and Lt. Morgan at Camp Lejeune, N. C, Hdqs. Co.,
ing period at Fort Lewis, Wash. were on leave after two years of Hdqs. Bn. Cpi. Cox returned from
Mr. tfnd Mrs. Love (Fay Asbury, service in the Pacific. Lehmann service in the Pacific in September.
'42) make their home at 548 Kath- and Logsdon have received dis1st Lt. D. T. Ferrell, Jr., '43, son
ryn St., Santa Fe. Mr. Love's par- charges. - Logsdon returned, last of Dr. D. T. Ferrell, head of the
ents are missionaries in West Af- week from-more than 18 months education department at Eastern,
and Mrs. Farrell, completed a
rica.
of service in the Pacific.
Cpl. Tommy Douglas, of Hazard Capt Tom Stone
course in the School for Personnel
and Richmond, senior the winter Returned To States
Services at Washington and Lee
quarter of 1942-43 when he left
Capt. Thomas J. Stone, member University, Lexington, Va., and
Eastern to enter the service, was of the music faculty on leave of has reported back to Camp Hood,
a recent visitor on the campus af- absence since leaving Eastern In Texas, after a two-week leave with
ter receiving his discharge. He June, 1942, to enter Officer Can- his parents in Richmond. His new
served two years In the European didate School in the Army Air address is 129 F. A. Group,.Camp
theater with Hq. Co. 83rd Cnem- Forces' returned to the United Hood.
ical Bn., returning to this country States December 10 and is now on
Lt. Comdr. Don Louis Hignite,
In December. He plans to return terminal leave. Capt. Stone serv- '37, of Barbourville, formerly of
to Eastern.
ed- In the Pacific with a fighter Richmond, Is senior technical and
Pfc. Jack Parrish, of Richmond, squadron two years. He and Mrs. equipment officer at Alameda Nasophomore the first semester of Stone (Joy Bailey, of Richmond) val Air Station, Alameda, Calif.
1941-42, is enrolled at Eastern for are at present in New York.
He is connected with the Pacific
the winter quarter. He returned
Fleet Command and was promotGrads
Overseas
to the United States November 23
ed to the rank of lieutenant com-,
An
article
about
Capt.
Stephen
after service in the Pacific, includOctober 1. Mrs. Hignite
'38, son of R. A. Edwards, mander
ing New Guinea, Australia, the Edwards,
(Dorris Million, '39, of Richmond)
director
of
the
Training
School,
Philippines, and Japan, with an
and their daughter, Cynthia, ten
Mrs. Edwards, was included months
artillery band. He has been in the and
old, visited her parents in
in
a
recent
issue
of
"India
Ink,"
Army nearly four years.
Richmond in December. Lt Comdr.
publication
of
officers
and
enlisted
Overton K. Greene, AOM 2/c^
and Mrs. Hignite's address is 6
of Berea, sophomore in 1941,42, personnel of the Eastern India Air Bucareli Drive, San Francisco. 12,
Army Air Forces, India- Calif.
recently received his discharge at Depot,
Theater, Panagarh, India
Great Lakes, 111. He served over- Burma
Returns To States
seas, both with a unit of the At- Capt. Edwards, who has been in
Lt. Harry G. M. Hatler, 37, of
India
the
past
29
months,
has
been
lantic fleets. He is enrolled for
Hazard, is back after 13 months
interested
in
visiting
the
various
an engineering course at the Uniin the Pacific areas, the last month
versity oVKentucky this quarter. parts of the country so far as pos- cr.d a half of which was spent in
Capt. Sam Wilson, of Richmond, sible. The article reads in part: Japan with Naval forces of occupahas returned from two years of "Capt. Stephen Edwards, our am- tion. He served as antisubmarine
service as chemical warfare offic- bulatory air inspector, has return- warfare officer on the staff of
from three days of leave at
er In India with the Air Transport ed
Commander Destroyer Squadron
Command and is now on terminal Benares so impressed by the holy 5, which assisted materially with
leave. He has enrolled in the city of beggars that he seems to the occupation of the southern
medical school of the University have memorized the guidebook. Japanese islands. He also particiof Tennessee. He is a brother of 'Benares is the real Mother In- pated in the Borneo campaign.
dia;' he says, "predominantly HinLt. (Jg) Leland Wilson, "34.
Commissioned in the Navy early
Lt. Marvin S. Garrett, of Rich- du, with an aggregation of tem- in 1941, Lt. Hatler served as comples,
burning
ghats
and
other
holy
mond, who attended Eastern two places, an excellent place for G. I.'s manding officer of the USS YP
years and graduated from Purdue
609 on antisubmarine patrol duty
in Indian lore to go."
University, received his release interested
^The captain said there are only in the Pacific. He returned to the
from the Naval Reserve at MemUnited States on the USS Flusser,
phis, Tenn., December 28. He serv- scanty remains of the very ancient his squadron's flagship. Lt. and
temples at Benares because
ed In the Pacific more than a year Hindu
Mrs. Hatler (Jean Hill, of San
with Fleet Air Wing 2 and for the the conquering Moslems razed Diego) live at 1820 E. First St,
past year has been stationed at them or converted them into mos- Long Beach, Calif.
Jacksonville, Fla., Naval Air Sta- ques. Excavations have revealed
tion. Lt. and Mrs. Garrett (Char- what are believed to be the remains Former Students Overseas
Lt. Louis E. Power, of Brookslotte Stocker) are at present visit- of Buddha himself. Since the Moslems are no longer a ruling class ville, junior the winter quarter of
ing in Richmond.
Charles R. Neal, of Prestonsburg, a new crop of Hindu temples has 1942-43, Is at Muratsu, Japan, afjunior in 1938-39, has been dis- been built which, like other such ter recently being stationed on Okicharged from the Navy and has places throughout India, gets a nawa. His address is A-106, APO
returned to Prestonsburg. He was play from many tourists who have 27, San Francisco. He reports
in the service about three years Httfe-. JirteresU In the historical that Lt. Jesse Wade Johnson, '38,
of Whltley City, was the executive
*
and was stationed the past two viewpoint
"Smiling and easygoing, Capt officer on LST 683 which took him
years at Oxnard, Calif. Mrs. Neal
is the former Miss Anna Allen, of Edwards has gained a reputation from Okinawa to Japan. Lt. PowPrestonsburg, senior the fall quar- for romantic adventure and in- er entered the service in April,
trepidity from a nineteen day 1943.
ter of 1942-43.
Lt. John B. Ley, of Chauncey,
Nelson Mason, Seaman 1/c, of photographic exploration of the
Ohio, freshman in 1942-43, is with
Corbln, has been released from the Himalayas."
Capt. Edwards entered the ser- 513th T. C. Group, 332nd Sqdn.,
Navy after serving two years. He
served aboard the USS Dallas vice in July, 1941, and was sta- APO- 290, New York. He has been
tioned at McClellan Field, Calif., overseas about a year.
more than a year.
Pfc. Eldon White, of Wallins
QM 2/c Frank Wynn Shriver, of before going overseas with the
Newport, freshman in 1942-43, has 47th Air Depot Group, Hq\ & Hq. Creek, freshman the fall quarter
of 1944-45, is on Mindanao, and
been discharged from the Navy Sq., APO 690, New York.
Cpl. Estlll Davidson, '39, of Ann- writes that he has been receiving
after serving about two and a half
years. He was aboard LST 295 ville, is In Yokohama with the the Progress since arriving there.
operating in the Atlantic several Medical Section, Hq. USAS COM- His address is Hq. Co., 640th Tank
months and returned to this coun- C, APO 404, San Francisco. He Destroyer Bn., APO 159, San
try In December. Mrs. Shriver is writes: "I still don't understand Francisco. He has been in the
the former Miss Nina Elizabeth how such a race ever thought they service since April, 1945, and went
Waggener, senior the fall quarter could win a war. I never saw such overseas in July.
Alva M. Thomson, QM 3/c, of
of 1944-45. They have one child. poverty-stricken people. They are*
Pfc. Burgoyne Moores, of Rich- completely and decisively defeated Ludlow, has been assigned to the
mond, freshman the fall quarter and most of them know it." Cpl. USS Bon Homme Richard, CV-S1,
1942-43 has enrolled at Eastern for Davidson entered the Signal Corps c/o Fleet Post Office, Sap Franthe winter quarter He received about three years ago and has been cisco, after a leave In this counhis discharge from the Army De- In the Pacific-Asiatic region more try. In the Navy since August
1943, he served aboard an LCI
cember 30 at Fort Knox, Ky. than a year.
Lt (Jg) Owen Travis Combs, about a year and a half both in
Moores was a radio operator with
the 147th Armored Signal Com- '41, of Harlan, has been transfer- the Pacific and Atlantic. He was
pany, 7th Armored Division. He red to Com. Serv. Div. 103, c/o a freshman at Eastern the fall
left for overseas duty June 7, 1944, Fleet Post Office, San Francisco. quarter of 1942-43.
Lt William A. Wilkinson, of
and recently returned to this coun- His former address was Armed
try. He participated In the Nor- Guard, Davy Crockett San Fran- Columbus, Ohio, sophomore the
(OeaMMaa OB Page Four)
mandy, Northern Francs, Ar- cisco. Lt Combs has bean in the
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Blood, Sweat and Tears

Social Summary

By JULIE HOFFMAN

Open House
The Social Committee of the
Women's Hall Residence Organization entertained with an open
Douse In the lobby of Burnam Hall
Wednesday, January 9, from 7:00
to 9:00. Those serving on the social committee are Peggy Ratllff,
Edna Mae Truesdale, Marilyn
Trietschman, Charlotte Newell
and Marie Riherd, the chairman
of the committee.

and full skirts that were identi- Practice teaching! Thou art my haven't yet learned some of the
fied at the front waistline by peplife
subtle . quirks of the unpleasant
luma and In the back by flat bows.
sophisticate In vacillitating moMrs. Hils, who was In cerise And, when in the trials and the monts of'disdain. In short, the
strife
crepe, carried a cascade arrangepupils which the practice teacher
ment of pink chrysanthemums; Of facing life, we find ourselves
confronts over in the .training
Mrs. Rowe, In bronze crepe, car- Immersed in complication's tales school, and over in Model High,
ried gold chrysanthemums; Miss I merely think of thee—and then— add generously to the pleasure of
Hils, In gold, carried bronze poms,
it all.
and Miss Ertel. In moss green, And then . . . eeeek!
And it goes without saying that
carried large yellow chrysantheSleep, sleep, beautiful sleep, how critic teachers, on the whole, aren't
mums. Their hats, which matched
their gowns, were of wired chen- I love thee! Why do you flee from the ogers they traditionally and
ille, fan-shaped In front. Shirley me? Why can't I find thee, as by heresay are cut out to be. That
Engagement
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph G. Kendall, Ann, niece of the bride, flower in days of yore, when all I had to is, from the observations of the
of Bellevue, announce the engage- girl, was in chartreuse and car- worry about was sixteen hours of present practice teachers.
Practice teachers! That reminds
ment of their daughter, Dorothy, ried yellow chrysanthemums.
to William A. Selbee, of CaUettsThe wedding breakfast was the ordinary sort of work a person us—style note for Herbert Searcy
burg. The date for the wedding served at the New Heidelberg, fol- does anyway when they are tak- has changed from casual shirts to
has not been set.
lowed by a reception at the Sa- ing courses other than practice ties, coat, and a habit of abruptly
announcing to his friends that,
cred Heart school.
teaching? All of the above of "Well, I've got to go get some EdIsaac-Reed
The bride's mother chose aqua
The wedding of Miss Garnett crepe, a cerise hat, with an orchid which might lead readers of this ucation now," and leaving. He
Isaac and Mr. Odell Reed was sol- corsage, and Mrs. Ertel waa In feature, (if such there be) to as- teaches English, while Virginia
emnized Saturday afternoon, De- gray crepe, cerise accessories and sume that practice teaching is Gooch teaches mathematics and
related subjects; Margaret Jesse,
cember 15, 1945, at 4:00 o'clock her flowers were orchids.
something terrifying, a thing to English; Sara Dan Walker, Home
at the First Baptist church,
For
her
bridal
trip,
the
bride
be derided and to be feared, a Ec; Margie De Van, Social SciPaintsville. Kentucky, with the
with thing hauntingly horrible looming ence, and Julie Hoffman, Social
Rev. Ralph E. Webb officiating. wore a tan travel suit,
The single ring ceremony was matching accessories and topcoat. on the educational horizon of those Science, who frequent Model High
The couple are now residing on
in anklet-less shoes; while over in
used.
The bride wore a white wool the campus at Eastern Kentucky who plan sometime to become the grade school, there are Charity
street length dress with brown State Teachers College which they schoolteachers, or who happen to Co win, second grade; Mrs. Juanita
be interested in securing that sort Johnson Hickey, fourth grade;
accessories and a shoulder bou- are attending.
quet of pink rose buds. The only
of training. Anyhow, for reasons Miss Margie Lea, also teaching in
the fourth grade; and "Miss Charattendants were Mrs. Sam Roark.
known only to themselves.
lotte Berlin, who works with grade
sister of the groom, and Mrs. CalWhich
is
a
view
on
matters
we
one.
lie Joseph, of Paintsville.
would like to alter. We may, in
And -so we cease. And so we
Mrs. Reed is the daughter of
our lighter moments, jestingly de- should. And so we end on the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Isaac, of (Continued from Page Three)
Maggard, Kentucky, and Is a summer of 1943, is with 335 Bomb ride and describe Education 46, note of dealing with the blood,
graduate of Olive Hill higr Grp-. 435 Bomb. Sqdn., APO 902, but when we think seriously of sweat, and tears of the entire situSan Francisco. Navigator on a the course, we don't really believe ation, paid out in interest on a
school.
Mr. Reed is the son of Mr. and B-29, he has been overseas since lt Is so bad as tradition would deal which does us much good
Mrs. C. S. Reed, of Hisle, Ken- August. Mrs. Wilkinson is the have it to be. Of course, we must when we realize how we profit In
tucky, and was recently discharg- former Miss Jessamine Fawbush, admit to a shortening of the nose, the cessation of it all—for after all,
as a result of keeping it to the we do not need to bother with
ed from the U. S. Army. He Is a of Benham.
Capt. Harold M. Hall, of Brcoks- grindstone, we must admit to a final exams, as college students;
graduate of the Salyersville high
ville, senior in 1941-42, Is with the throbbing of the head, as a result we do not need to worry about
school.
After a short honeymoon, Mrs. 17th Field Artillery Battalion, of trying to think in the faces ol impressing our college teachers
Reed resumed her studies at East- APO 403, New York. In the ser- from five to thirty students look- with all our diligence; all we need
ern Kentucky State Teachers Col- vice since August, 1942, Capt. Hall ing right at us all at once, and to impress upon anybody is how
lege and Mr. Reed is remaining on has been overseas more than a year we must admit to a solving of the the sum total of our college life is.
and until recently was with the luggage problem due to additional serving us in the stead of the final
the farm for the present.
546th F.A. Bn.
baggage under the eyes collected analysis—practice teaching. Which
Pvt. Ralph J. Anderson, of Rich- In tne course of burning midnight is enough. Excuse me, mother,
Combs-Black
The marriage of Miss Elva mond, Model high graduate, is in electricity writing units, but on while I run out screaming.
Combs, Pebworth, and Chesley L. France with 132nd AACS Sqdn., the whole, it isn't so bad. In fact,
Black, of Reading, Massachusetts, 172nd AAF Base Unit, Det. 225, the more and. more a person bewas solemnized at three o'clock APO 887, New York.
comes accustomed to it, and
catches on to what to do with the Announcemen ts
Saturday afternoon, December 15, Former Students In the
in the parlors "of the First Bap- Service In U. S. A.
noisy boy in the third row from
tist church with the Rev. E. N.
Lt. Donald FT Montfort, of the rear, it Isn't so bad. In fact,
On January 25, Robert GoldPerry officiating.
Campbellsburg, sophomore in 1912- It is actually fun, sometimes.
sand, pianist, will be presented by
The bride wore a pale blue suit 43 when he left to enter the serAnd when we say that It is ac- the
Fine Arts Committee of the
wth black accessories and a cor- vice, has been reassigned to tually fun, we aren't kidding. We college.
The program will be held
sage, of talisman roses. She was weather forecasting and is now at mean every word of it, for in all in the Hiram
attended by Misses Allie Fowler the Base Weather Station, C. C. seriousness we can say that we at 8:00 p. m. Brock Auditorium
and Betty Sorbet.
AAF, Wilmington, Ohio. He hopes find the various personalities of
The Student Union Music Com• M. H. Dodd served as the to return to college by Septem- the students divergent and inter- mittee
will sponsor a White Elegroom's best man.
ber of this year.
esting; that we find them quite phant Sale Wednesday, January
Mrs. Black has many friends in
Lt. Woodrow Guy, of Mt. Sterl- intelligent and in the whole sin- 24, in the Little Theater. EveryRichmond and Madison county ing, junior in 1940-41, Is director cere in their tolerance of our one is Invited to attend.
and at the time of her marriage of physical training at Baer Field, blundering efforts to teach them
Progress Is being made in the
rihe was a nurse at Eastern Ken- l»ort Wayne, Indiana. His address something; and we cannot overlook securing
of the prefabricated
tucky State Teachers College.
is 806th Base Unit, P. O. Box 206. their almost universal sense of houses for Eastern's veterans and
Mr. Black, a first sergeant in Lt. Guy has been in the service humor as displayed in joyous love their families. Construction la to
the U. S. Army,, was with the about four years and until recent- of life at the ages at which they begin in the near future. ThirtyA. S. T. P. unit at Eastern Ken- ly was physical training director at on the whole find themselves. Ana four houses have been secured
tucky State Teachers College.
Kellogg Field, Battle Creek, Mich. their honesty in regard to almost from Charleston, Indiana, and
Mr. and Mrs. Black are now at
Lt. William Nelson Gordon, of everything they attempt or under- eight more from Willow Run in
homeat 52 Oak Street, Reading, Richmond, is stationed with U. S. take or presume to do is especially Michigan. Delivery is expected to
Massachusett.
Naval Hospital, S.O.Q. C-7, Samp- warming to the heart—they begin Monday, January 20.
son, New York. A senior the
Hils-Ertel
summer of 1941, Lt. Gordon enterAutumnal hues predominated in ed Marine Corps training the sumthe wedding of Miss Elizabeth mer of 1942 and recently returned
Hils, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. from service in the Pacific. Mrs.
John Hils, Jr., Bellevue, to Mr. Gordon (Mildred Prlbble) and their
John David Ertel, son of Dr. and two children live at 2302 Center
Mrs. R. J. Ertel, Covington, which St., Covington.
was performed with ecclesiastical
Capt. Harold L. Yinger, of Jacksimplicity Thursday morning, No- son; Ohio, Is assistant unit pervember 22, 1945, at Sacred Heart sonnel officer in charge of the disLAMPS —SHADES
Church, Bellevue.
charge section at the Army Air
The Rev. Carl Merkel, pastor, Forces Overseas Replacement Deofficiated.
pot, Kearns, Utah. A senior in
Altar vases were filled with 1940-41, he entered the service
LIGHT GLOBES
fluffy white chrysanthemums for Tune 27, 1941, and was at first an
the event.
aircraft mechanic at Patterson
Miss Helen Louise Relnke, of
Ohio, later graduating from
Bellevue, cousin of the bride, sang Field,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE REPAIR
AAF Officer Candidate School, MiGounod's Ave Mariea.
ami Beach, Fla.
The bride, who was given in
Cpl. Roy E. Russell, of Cumbermarriage by her father, chose a land,
in 1941-42, Is with
rich, white brocaded satin gown. 1272ndfreshman
SOU England General HosThe neckline was "sweetheart pital, Atlantiu
City, N. J. He was
Next Door to Bus Station
shape, and the bodice, fitted. The formerly stationed
Fort Lewis,
voluminous skirt, which ended in Wash., and later at at
Camp Lee, Va.
a sweeping train, was gathered in
has been in the service about
front at the right hemline to show He
several inches of old-fashioned four years.
William Blackerby, MaM 1/c,
crinoline skirt, edged In lace. Her
fingertip veil of silk net fell from Pendleton, Junior in 1941-42, is a
a becoming tiara of pearls. Her Navy mail clerk in the Main Post
only ornament was a gold filagree Office at Camp Peary, Williamscross, the gift of the bridegroom. burg. Va In the service over three
She carried a cascade bouquet of years, he recently .returned from
white roses and orchids, based on a year of duty in the European
area.
white poms.
The maid of honor was Mrs.
Ethel Hils, the bride's sister-inlaw. Mrs. Peter Rowe, Bister of
TRY THE
the bridegroom, was matron of
to
honor, and Miss Thelma Hils, sis- REYNOLDS MIRACLE
ter of the bride, and Miss Ruth
Ertel, sister of the bridegroom,
PEN
were bridcmaids. Mr. Lawrence
Writes Two Years
Miller,, brother-in-law of the brideWithout Refilling
groom, was best man, and ushers
were Messrs. John L. Hils and
RICHMOND *'
Tom Ertel.
The bride's attendants' gowns
were fashioned along similar lines
PRINTERS
Phone 353
with high necklines, outlined by
2nd at Water St
rolled collars, long sleeves, ending
in V's over the back of the hands,
bodices buttoned down the front,
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Waiting?

*:

By GEORGE S.BENSON
Tmidtnt of Harding Collage
Searcy. Arkansas

$

A FARMER friend of mine, ac- on the subject of compulsory mil*
companied by small »on, took his itary training? Do you believe
well-used truck and drove over Congress should guarantee govthe river to the county seat on a ernment jobs for all unemployed ?
recent wet Saturday. He did the Your representative wants to vote
week's shopping, treated the boy your wishes in these matters.
to a "western" and started home;
CONGRESSMAN
but no! The road was under ris- Creditable
Carter Manasco and
ing water on both sides of the Research
a score more rep-!
bridge. Returning to town he engaged a night's lodging and tried resentatives recently listened to
testimony for more than 30 days
to telephone home.
i ■
on the question of guaranteed
Service on his party line had jobs. They invited every citizen
grown steadily worse since Pearl with an idea on the subject to
Harbor. Now the instrument at come and testify and especially
his ear crackled ljke cold break- uryrJ many to appear. They were
fast food and the ringing signal liberal with time for presenting
suggested Central America. He testimony. The Committee defeared the worst.
Strangers served much credit and took .
menaced him, wanting something plenty of panning for that cau-,
— the telephone maybe. At last tious job.
the operator cat in with her imIt was about a year ago that
personal "Waiting?" — and the
sixty dtjtona of Batesville, Ark.,
farmer exploded.
met volunaritly to study a piece of
Express MOST people have had proposed legislation about to be
Opinions such experiences. Con- considered by the House.commitgressmen in Washing- tee of which their Washington
ton know the feeling well, I am representative was a member.
told.. Not pretending to know all They deliberated thoughtfully,
the answers, they try earnestly reached a conclusion ana mailed
to get word from the electorate. Hon. Wilbur D. Mills a brief
Pressure groups menace ■ them, statement of. their wishes and a
wanting something — their votes list of their names.
maybe. Their deliberations are
I wish the back-home f riendvof
belittled by frantic executives every congressman-would hoftPa
saying "Waiting?
Why the meeting soon on one or more
delay?"
vital, national issues. It would
twist the lever from the band of
What do you think about pay- pressure groups. It would clear
ing $25 a week for 26 weeks to the atmosphere along the PotoTom, Dick and Harry? Do you mac. It would strengthen the
favor America's helping the Rus- morale of Congress which is the
sians build bigger and better individual citizen's only citadel
atomic bombs? How do you feel from oppression.

DIXIE DRY CLEANERY
<'I

'Prompt Efficient Service
•-

•

PHONE 7

240 Second Street

Richmond, Ky.

Richmond's Most Reasonable Jewelers

WATCHMAKERS AND JEWELERS
Richmond, Ky.

The Sweater
Season Is On!

SEND YOUR LAUNDRY AND
DRY CLEANING

MADISON LAUNDRY

&

DRY

CLEANERS

HINKLE'S Rexall DRUGS

.J

Madison Theatre Bldg.

Smooth
sweater.
charm.

« .

STATE BANK AND TRUST
—<

D o c'

turtle neck
Fits-like a
92.98

a

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT
Opposite Court House

COMPANY

f

Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

Long sleeve slip - on
In bright cherry red.

Smart sleeveless
sweater. Ribbed midriff9ZM

Member Federal Reserve System

UNITED DEPT. STORE
A
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May Win Award

THE

VOX VETERAN!

VETERAN'S FRIEN
Q. If a veteran hi taking: part In
a government vocational course
and U training- for a particular
trade or profession can ho chance
to another type of training*
A. The veteran can cbang% only
if ha can furnish reaaona to the
satisfaction of the Veterans Administration, that the change la to his
besA Interests. The facts in the Individual case will be the controlinz
(actor.

the discharge or dismissal upon request, except a discharge or dismissal by reason of the sentence of
a general court martial.

XXI

Q. What recourse does si veteran
have if his fanner employer refuse: ;«> restore him to his farmer
position of enjoyment?
A Contact the Selective Service
System or the United States District Attorney. They will see that
the right* of a veteran are observed.
..^^f

0. Does an h—tably discharged
veteran of World War II have to
give anything as security la obtaining a government loan?
A Nothing, except lien or mortgage rights.
X

X

X _

Q. Can a veteran collect unemployment allowance If he la unable
to find a Job after discharger
A. Tea. He can receive "readjustment allowance" for not more than
S3 weeks providing he la not receiving a subsistence rllowance for
education or pension paid while he
X .X X
is pursuing a course of vocational
Q. Are women who are disabled
training.
in the service of the nation eligible
xx*
for- membership In the Phis Bled
Q. Can a veteran pursue part- American Veterans?
time study at government expense? A, Tea. Nurses In World War I
A. Under the GI Bill It la possible who were disabled have been memto do so, howoftor, correspondence bers of the DAV for many years.
schools have been ruled out. If you A large number of former WACs,
go to a full-time law school, etc, WAVEs, gPARs and Women Maat night and work in the daytime, rines are now DAV members.
vou get tuition, books, but not subXXX
listence.
Q. When a disabled veteran has
completed his training under Public
Q. Is It possible for an ex-service- Law it eaa he keep his books, supman to have the type and nature of plies and equipment?
his
discharge
reviewed
and A Tea. Books, supplies and equip,
changed?
ment are released to the veteran if
A Yes. A board of five members he successfully completes his period
will review the type and nature of of training.
Vol. 1 No. t
Seed qaesr'oas wifa self-eddressed, stamped eaveJeee to The Veferesi
Fritfi. Pub/if s(/arjoRs Department, D/r.kf.d Am.rlt; 1»4,rm»t, I.(ft
MM, 220 N. Le Stilt Street, C.lc.f. I. IM.oh.
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Extra-Curricular

Westminster Fellowship
At the Presbyterian Westminster Fellowship, Sunday* evening,
January 6, Mr. Anderson reviewed
the book "Christian Global Strategy." by Van Kirk.
A cabinet meeting was held, at
which time plans for the coming
meetings we>e discussed. The topic for January will be that of
Christian education in the college.

r. w. c

A.

The students at Eastern again
are reminded of the Veterans' ball
games preliminary to the college
games. These games will start at
6 o'clock on the evenings Eastern
plays. A good turn-out will assure the club the school is behind
it. January 30 will find McKee
again on Eastern's court facing
the veterans.
The informal dance and get-together after the Murray game and
the wonderful response of the student body is evidence of the need
for more and better social events
and a revlvial of school spirit.
This dance was sponsored by the
Veterans In an effort to raise
enough money to assure a "big
name band" at Eastern sometime
this spring. The committee which
planned the dance was made up
of Charlie Floyd and Carl Scott,
co-chairmen; Windy Tackett, refreshments; Jack Walker, music;
Bill Shannon, chaperones.
All students showed a desire to
help make the dance a success.
Many faculty members were also
Movie critics are hailing "The Bells of St. Mary's" as a possible present and the club would like
express its thanks to them.
Academy award winner for 1945. Above photograph from November to
Whenever a game comes on either
Cosmopolitan magazine show* Ingrid Bergman, Bing Crosby and Joan Friday or Saturday night the
Carroll in one of the scenes f ivm the picture.
Veterans Club plans to have a
dance afterwards. Cooperation by
victors was Shannon with 10 all will make our "big name
band" a reality, as well as afford
points.
some wonderful amusement.
Three New Players
This quarter's team is a great
All of the fellows who were at
improvement over last year's
A much improved Veteran bas- team.
There have been three addiketball team avenged a defeat it tions to the team. They are:
suffered earlier in the season by
Rault, 6-1 center from Jefferwinning a hard fought 52-51 vic- sonville, Ind., where he played
tory over the McKee Independent four years of independent ball before^entering service. He is a good
team, Wednesday, January 9.
man to have around the barkCoach Bill Hickman's boys jour- board in addition to being a good
neyed to the opponents' court to shot.
play the return game. It was a
Osborn, 6 foot high school star
close game all the way, with the from
Jeffersonville, Ind. An inMcKee five holding a one-point jury has kept him on the bench
lead in the last half minute of so far this year, but he is expectplay. Rault, high scorer for the ed
perform with great steadiVets, with 31 points, was fouled nessto soon.
at the sound of the gun. Shooting
6-1 guard from Virtwo fouls, he made the second one gie,Benedict,
where he was a high school
good to keep the college group in star and an independent ball
the running. Then, in a hotly con- player.
tested overtime, the Vets proved
The Test of the players on the
the margin of victoryteam are Tackett, Colley, Martin,
Facing the Nicholasville Inde- Jentry, Harris, Stelley, Talbott,
pendents in a preliminary game to and Scott. . '
the Maroon-Murray game, the
Bill Hickman, a newcomer to
Vets dropped 25 points thru the the campus this year, is coach of
hoops to top the opponents' 17. the team. This is his third year in
The Vets led throughout the game the coaching business and he exto finish with their eighth victory pects to bring home the bacon for
of the season. High scorer for the the Vets.

Veterans Provide
Preliminary Games

'

T-•■..;•'■

the last meeting were surprised
to see a "woman" in their midst.'
She is Mrs. John Ertel, a discharged Spar, who is the wife of
one of the members. She is the
first woman member of the Veterans Club at Eastern.
At the last meeting, the possibility of extending the length oftime that the library is open was
discussed. It is thought that the '
library should be open on Saturday and Sunday afternoon. Action is to be taken at a future
meeting to have this discussion
brought to the attention of the
college and library officials. It ii~~
hoped that this matter will be> seriously considered.

V ICTROlA
RECORDS
New Shipment of Victor,
Columbia, and Decca
Records Arriving Weekly
THE FIXIT SHOP
Madison Theatre Bldg.

N£W SKIRTS AND SWEATERS!
Just what you have been
asking for.

By LUCILLE BRANDENBUROH
Bed Cross Unit
The College Red Cross Unit
sold Christmas Seals on the campus before the holidays. Jean
Crutcher, unit chairman, has announced that the amount received
was $31.50.

Page Five

present. Plans are being made for
another meeting soon.
Ashland Club
On Saturday, December 8, the
Ashland Club held its first meeting at the home of Miss Story,
critic teacher in the elementary
school.
Following an evening of games
and refreshments, a business session was held and the following
officers were elected: Marilyn
Henry, president; Maxine Gibbs,
first vice president; Luise Fugett,
second vice president; Elizabeth
Pennlngton, secretary and treasurer, and Norma Richards, reporter.
Mrs. Tom Samuels and Miss
Story were elected sponsors ot
the club. There are fifteen students at Eastern from Ashland.

On Tuesday afternoon, January
8, the T cabinet held a general
business meeting. Old business
was completed and plans for the World Affairs Club
year were begun.
Meeting for the first time this
The Canterbury Club
quarter, the World Affairs Club
was entertained January 15 by
The Canterbury Club held its Dr. Jack Allen of the college facfirst meeting of the quarter Wed- ulty who described how the Navy
nesday, January 9, in the Student used radar in its Pacific fighting.
Union Building.
Limiting his discussion to his perThe old members were hosts to sonal experience. Dr. Allen was
Harvey Wells, who was invited to able to give an interesting talk
Join the club. Lucille Branden- without revealing too much Inforburgh was elected to become a mation about the equipment. He
member.
pointed out that although much
Miss Burna Dean Talbott pre- has been written and said about
sented a vocabulary contest and the matter, there is still a great
a poetry composing contest. Win- deal that is being held from the
public.
ners were given prizes.
The next meeting has been
planned for January 28 at the
Vets Get Together
home of Dr. Kennamer, the spon- I
An informal get-together of the sor of the club. Anyone wishing
veterans and their wives, both of to Join the club should contact
the student and faculty memebrs,
Kennamer or a member of
was held In Walnut Hall, January Dr.
the
club.
10 from 7:00.*o 9:00.
Mrs. Ralph K. Steely was in
VISIT
charge of the program which consisted nf.songs and music of world
war I and world war H. Mrs. John
Ertel won Die music contest. The
pianist was Irene Racier.
Mrs. Katherir.e Chenault was In
charge of refreshments, made by
For Good Permananta
the Home Ec girls.
Hair Cuts
There were about twenty-five

Boggs Barber and
Beauty Shop

MARGARET BURNAM SHOP

CLEARANCE SALE
on

DRESSES — COATS — SUITS
SWEATERS & SKIRTS

COMPLIMENTS OF

HATS

THE MADISON - SOUtHERN
NATIONAL BANK & TRUST CO.

Reduced ]/2

The Louise Shop

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Richmond, Kentucky

KODAK
FINISHING
patentSTANIFER'S STUDIO
Main Street

perfect

Phone 39

spring

CLEARANCE

shoes

SUITS
Reduced 1/3
COATS ,
Reduced 1/3
See Our 50c Specials

3-*9

The Smart Shop
THINK OF ONE—
THE OTHER COMES TO MIND—
Ham—Eggs
~~ Mutt—Jeff
Anthony—Cleopatra
Sterling—Silver
Photographs—Bee

n*"
Patent leather is the
perfect shoe for
Patterns you'll be proud
of—for every room in the
house, for every taste! Wide
range of choice, from gay to
conservative. And all the
ceiling papers, borders and
accessories you need for the
Job. Everything guaranteed!
Come in and let us help you
make your selection!
Per RoU Aa Low Aa

r

spring. It has lilt and
sparkle. It looks
equally glamorous
on low or high
heeled shoes. Breezy
straps and punch patterns make cute

c

Uhe McGau&hey Studio
., RU BEE, Owner
■—• »^

shoes even'Dretti' '

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
HOME OWNED BV F. B. snMMsni * SON

P-O-R-T-S

YEA,
MAROONS!

BEAT /
LOUISVILLE!

MAROONS HEAD FOR GREAT SEASON
Losing Only One Of
First Eleven Games'

Eastern Grad is Named
Track Coach at Ohio U.

ROY F- P/LLC
OMIO UNIVERSITY

Former Maroon Athlete
To Instruct Phys. Ed.
The appointment of Roy F. Pllle
of Davton, Ky., as head track
coach and instructor of physical
welfare for Ohio University was
announced by President John C.
Baker.
Pille, recently discharged from
the Army with the rank of major
after nearly five years of service,
assumes his duties in the athletic
department Feb. 1,* 1946.
From 1936 to 1940 Pille coached
football and track at Dayton high
school where he had good success
in the Northern Kentucky Conference. He was one of 30 college
students selected to represent the
American Association of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation at the Olympic games in Berlin, Germany, in 1936.
A graduate of Eastern Kentucky
State Teachers College in 1936,
Pille won three letters in track
and three in football in his undergraduate days. ,He ran the 100
yard dash in 10 seconds flat. He la
six feet one inch tall and weighs
190 pounds.
The
31 -year-old
Kentucklan
earned a Master's degree at Indiana University in 1940.
Pille entered the army as a private in January, 1941. He was
commissioned as a Second Lieutenant a year later. Attached to the
85th Division as the Division's
Special Service Officei, Pille
fought all the way through the
Italian campaign. He holds the
Presidential Unit Citation, the
Bronze Star' Medal with three
campaign stars, and the Service
medal.
Married and the father of a
daughter 19 months old, Pille expects to move his family to Athens
soon.

Rankinmen Win Over
Xavier 67-46
Eastern, after a /losely contested first half, pulled away
from St. Xavier ana won easily
by a 67 to 46 score in the game
played here last night.
During the close first half,
which ended with Eastern leading
by a 26 to 24 score, the Cincln-

nati team tied up the game five
different times and for short periods held the lead over the Maroons.
St Xavier was apparently out
to stop the Maroon scoring ace,
Fred Lewis.' But Lewia, although
failing to find the basket during
the first half, began connecting
with his shots in the latter part of
the game and managed to accumulate 17 points.
Goebel Ritter outscored all other player, dropping in nine field
goals and four free throws for 22
points. Hia performance in grabbing off the rebounds from the
board was the best seen on the
Eastern floor this year.
The first half began like a real
ball game as St. Xavier set out
to avenge their loss to Eastern in
Cincinnati on January 5. The visitors put up good defensive action
and would not permit the Maroons
an open shot. They tied the acore
at 6-5, 7-7, 9-9, 11-11 and 13-13.
The Maroons managed a alight
lead midway of the half.
Eastern evidently was trying to
conaerve its strength in view of
the big game Saturday night
against Louisville at Louisville.
The Seacards lead the KIAC.
The Maroons broke away "from
the tight Xavier defense and began their rally early in the second half of the game. During the
last period. Eastern connected
with fifteen field goala against
eight by the visitors.
The lineups:
Eastern (67)
FOFTPFTP
Ritter, t
9 4
1 22
De Venzio, f
2 3 3 7
Oldham, C
4 3
3 11
Lewis, g
7
3
1 17
Cinnamon, g .'
10
12
Becker, g
0 0 0 0
Argentine, g
10
2 2
Mainea, c
2 116
Lovett, f
0 0 0 0
Eisenaugh, f
0 0
2 0
Carroll, g
0 1
0 1
Totals
Xavier (46)
Foley, f
Donovan, t
McCaffrey, c
Longemelr, g
Gerasi, g
Mott, t
Hammon, g
Rooney, g
Neiser, g
Cosgrove, I ,
Pater, t

26 16 14 67
FOFTPFTP
3 4
2 0
5 8
2 4
5 6
2 1
0 3 2
1
4 12
6 2
0
0
0 0
0 2
0 1
1
0
0 2
4
1 12
4
o 0
0 0
0
0
0 o

Front row left to right: George Mainea, William "Bill' De Venzio, Herman "Monk" Oldham,
Fred Lewis, Goebel Ritter, Doyle Lovitt, and Jamea "Jim" Argentine.
Back row left to right: Roy Moorea—trainer, Gerald Becker, Randall "Randy" Stevens, Ray
Ei8enaugle, Frank Wilson, A. B. "Abe" Hammons, Jack Rogers, George "Jerry" Carroll, Jamea Cinnamon, and Jamea Connolly—manager.
- -

The Sporting Thing,
By GUY HATFIELD
There ia hardly any need to say that I find it extremely pleasant
to be here at Eastern again. Just four days before Christmas I became a civilian. That, in itself, I considered a major event and to
enroll at Eastern once more was another. The editor of the Progress,
Bob Ryle, added to my merriment of matriculation by granting me
the privilege of resuming this column. To dehydrate the whole story
—it's great to be back.
During the 1940-41 term, when I last wrote for the Progress,
Eastern was receiving a lot of publicity due to the fact that the Maroons were winning ball games. The football team finished the sea-,
son undefeated and untied in the fall of 1940. Two of the players,
Chuck Schuster and Bert Smith, were named on the Little All American team that year and Spider Thurman and Fred Darling were honorably mentioned. With the winter came the basketball season during which Eastern lost only four games while winning thirteen. On
the ball diamond that year, with the late George Hembree coaching,
Eastern lost only two contests.
The basketball situation so far this year is in fine shape. Only
one game has been dropped in eight. Looking ahead to • the end of
the season it appears that Eastern again will rack up another successful adventure in basketball.
All of that comes out to something like this—when I left here
Eastern was winning ball games—as I return I find that Eastern ia
still winnirtg ball games. It gives you something to be proud of when
you realize that Eastern is flooring one of the strongest teams in the
state and at the same time spreading her fame to other sections of
the nation.
A winning ball team is an excellent advertisement of a college.
The publicity derived therefrom will, in the future, more than repay
the money and effort required in producing such terms. It is my hope
that Eastern will continue to maintain the superior teams which she
has had during the past few years and that she will strive to better
the standard already attained.

Totals
17 12 21 46
Half acore: Eastern 26; Xavier
24.
Free throwa missed: Foley 3,
Donovan 3, McCaffrey, Mott 2,
Many of Eastern's former athletes must have played with service
Ritter 6, DeVenzio, Oldham, Lewis teams during the war. Exactly what men played and with what team
2, Cinnamon, Mainea.
they played I don't have much information. I would welcome any
Officials: Williams and Kraeslg, news that anyone is willing to pass along concerning this matter.
Louisville.
This past season, one former student of Eastern played halfback
for the 84th Infantry Division. Some of the old timers may remember
Paul Kline, once a member of the Maroon freshman team. Kline was
a regular star for the 84 th Division Railsplttters of the Seventh Army
League. I saw hfm play in four games at Mannheim, Germany. As
I watched his superb running and passing abilities, I wished that he
could be back in Hanger Stadium doing the same things for the Maroons.
It has been a long time since
The servces are discharging thousands of men daily—so they say.
an Eastern basketball team haa
had the satisfaction of trouncing Some of these veterans will come to Eastern. From this group will
the Western Hilltoppers by a ten- come basketball, baseball, track, and football stars who can help bolpoint margin but that la exactly ster the athletic program at Eastern. From all indications the male
what Coach Rankin'a Maroons population should approach pre-war normality by the fall quarter.
ia an encouraging thought in anticipating the Maroon squads
did to the Diddle coached team That
at Bowling Green Tuesday in a for the coming year.
Many of you have been watching the basketball team aince the
fast, well played contest.
Eastern led from the beginning, beginning of the season. I have had the opportunity to see only the
obtaining a 4-0 lead within a past two games with Xavier and Murray. There are only three men
few minutes after the ball waa on the entire squad that I knew when I left here. I'm hoping to know
put into play. The Maroons led them all in a very short time. It will be nice to know a bunch of
23-13 at the half and piled up men that play basketball as they do. Whether it ia the best team
that ever played for Eastern ia something for the coaches to say. They
points almost at will.
Lewis, one of the. nation's top are definitely one of the beat that I have aeen at Eastern. Perhaps
scorers, added 16 points to hia to- I'll rate them "the" team when I have observed them in the games to
tal—five field goala and six free come.
throwa. Goebel Ritter made 15
points for Eastern, only one less
room and were found In the doors
than Lewia.
of the three rooms this morning
For Western, Chalmers Embry
when the school opened.
piled up 11 counters and Maurice
Hale waa second with nine.
It waa the fifth conference vicKentucky To Play
tory for Coach Rome Rankin'a
The
training
school
building
on
Tennessee Saturday
boys to no losses in K. I. A, C.
Eastern campus was entered
play.. The game was Western-B the
At
Knoxville
Wednesday
and
a
man's
gold
first In the conference after a watch, belonging to one of the
acore of non-conference tllta, the teachers, was taken, it was reATLANTA, Ga, Jan. 18—Kenmajority of which the Hilltoppers ported Thursday.
tucky, winner of 11 of 12 games,
have lost.
R. A. Edwards, principal, said swings into defense of its SouthLineup and summary:
the building was entered by re- eastern Conference basketball title
Eastern (45)
FG FT PF TP moving a screen from one, of the this week against Tennessee, one
Ritter, t
6 3
1 16 basement windows.
Three class of the principal contenders.
Becker, t
0 0 0 0 rooms, which are kept locked when The Vola, victors in eight of nine
Oldham, c
3 0 4 6 the school is closed, were entered. tilts, tangle with the Wildcats at
Lewis, g
6 6
Mr. Edwards said the watch Knoxville In the 25th regular
DeVenzio, g
3 2
was taken from the Home Eco- meeting between the arch rivals
Argentine, g
0 0
nomics room and belonged to Miss since the conference was formed.
Elizabeth Wilson, teacher. Keys Kentucky holds a 17-7 edge In the
Totals
17 11 10 45 to the rooms were kept in a cloak series.
Western (66)
FG FT PF TP
Hale, f
4 13 0
Parsley, f
„ 3 2 3
Kirk, o
2 11
Heller, g
0 0 1
Embry, g
6 11
Brooks, f
0 0 2
Hutter, g
10 8
JESSEC
Totala
15 6 14 36
DAVIS
Score at half: Eastern 23; WeatNEVILLE
ern 13.
G TO DP
Free throws missed: Ritter 1,
Lewis 1, DeVenzio 1; Hale 1, Kirk
2, Heller 1, Embry l.
Officials: Hickman Duncan
-nONES 49 - SO
(Nashville), Bradford Mutchler
(Soottsville, Ky.)

Eastern Downs
Western For Fifth
KI AC Victory

Training School At
Eastern Entered.
Gold Watch Stolen

J
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REMOVES MANY STAINS
AS IT WASHU

Gentle, thorough sods lor
washing rayon, nylon, wool,
silk, and other fine fabrics.
Quickly removes fresh stains
-] i pstick, iodine, ink, grease.
Lib. box,

A

MADISON DRUG

LUCIEN LE LONG & DUBARRY
COSMETICS
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Maroons Outscore
Murray In Hard
Fought Game
The Eastern Maroons outpointed the Murray Thoroughbreds 71
to 66 here Friday night in a fastscoring contest In which both
teams connected with a large percentage of field goals.
The Thorougnoreds were obviously fatigued after a hard winning game the previous night
over the tough Morehead Eagles,
but were able to keep apace with
the fast breaking Maroons.
High scoring Fred Lewis maintained hia scoring pace last night,
tossing in 12 field goala, all but
one from behind the foul circle,
and four free!throws for a total
of 26 points. Goebel Ritter played
an outstanding defensive game
and personally accounted for 17
points.
.„
Junior Herrold, Murray's freshman threat, waa held to 10 points.
John Padgett, tall Thoroughbred
center, was a definite contender
for high scoring honors but went
out on personal fouls late In the
last half after racking up 18
points.
Four Fool Out
Three first string Murray players went to the bench in the last
half on personal fouls and halted
Murray's chances of overtaking
Eastern. Padgett, Haines and
Reagan went out of the game on
fouls. Becker was the only Eastern player to foul out.
The scoring was tied five times
in the first half. It waa knotted
at 7-7,. 11-11, 13-13, 15-15, 22-22
and the first half ended with the
score at 37-aIl.
Eastern pulled away early In
the last half and gained a tenpoint lead at 66 to 56 in the last
few moments and then both teams
went on a fast scoring spree, tossing the ball from one end of the
floor to the other, for two field
goals each in leas than a minute's
play.
The summary:
Murray (66)
FG FT PF TP
Regan, f
2 6 5 10
Herrold, f
8 2 2 12
Padget, c
9 2 6 19
McDanlel, g
3
0
8 6
Haines, g
10
5 2
Riggins, f
0 10 1
Ewers, c
2 0 2 4
Grammar, g
3
13
7
Cain, g
2 1
3. 6
Totala
Eastern (71)
Ritter, f
Lewia, f
Oldham, c
Becker, g
Deenzio. g
Argentine, g
Lovett, g

27 12 28
FG FT PF
4 9
2
11
4
1
6 0 2
12
6
13 8
8
14
0 0
0

66
TP
17
26
12
4
5
7
0

With ten of their twenty-one
scheduled games completed Eastern's Maroons have a record at
this writing, of seven wins and
only one loss. Thia defeat was by
the strong Bowling Green, Ohio
five. Of the victories, three are
from teams In the KIAC.
In the first game of the season,
they had little trouble outscoring
the Berea quintet 91 to 29. The
Berea team was without the services of the V-5 unit which .vas
there last year. Every player on
the squad saw action in thia game
and was led in the scoring by
Fred Lewis who filled the basket
with 27 points. De Venzio was
next with 12, Oldham and Mainea
had eleven, with Ritter collecting
8. Robbins was high for Berea
with 9 points.
Eastern found little opposition
in their next game and defeated
Georgetown by the lopsided score
of 60 to 27. Again Coach Rankin substituted freely and Lewis
was high point man with 18 points.
Ritter was close behind with 17
points followed by Oldham who
tagged 8. Enlow, tall forward for
Georgetown, collected eight to
lead his team.
Suffer First Defeat
Traveling to Cincinnati, the Maroons lost their first game of the
3eason to Bowling Green, Ohio in
the Xavier fieldhouse by a score
of 54 to 44. Don Otten, 6' 11%"
center for the opponents, proved
to be too tall to handle and he
dropped 17 points through the
goals to lead his team to victory.
Again Lewis wag high point man
>vith 18 and Ritter followed with
8. Oldham and Argentine picked
up 6 apiece.
In their second KIAC game, the
Maroons went to Winchester to
iown the Wesleyan five 74 to 53.
In the free scoring game Lewia
scored 24 points, Ritter 17, and
Oldham 14. Bill De Venzio tallied
12. Woods and Gilleapie led the
Winchester team with 13 apiece.
Win Two At Kansas City
For their fifth and aixth games
the Maroons traveled to Kansas
City for two holiday tilts.
They had little or no trouble
beating Hamline 55 to 45. Lewia
led both teams in scoring with 27
points. Next was Merrit of Hamline with 16. Ritter continued to
hit the mark for 11 with De Venzio making 8 and Oldham 6.
At the halftime mark of the
Kansas State game, the Maroons
were ahead 31 to 15. But the Aggiea came back in the second half
to narrow the winnirtg margin to
seven points with Eastern finishing with 54 points to Kansas
3tate's 47. Lewis made 21 points
to bring his two game total at
Kansas City to 48. Weatherby of
the Aggies made 14 to come second in the scoring. De Venzio tallied 11 and Ritter 7.
In the seventh game of the season, Eastern had a hard time outscoring Xavier of Cincinnati 49 to
4L Paced by Lewis's 22 points,
the Maroons were able to overcome X'a lead in the final minutes
of the game. De Venzio made 13
points and Ritter 8. Geracl led
St. X. with 23 points.
STATISTICS
So far this year the Eastern
Maroons have scored 543 points
to the opponents' 407. This gives
Eastern a game average of n->re
than 60 points to the opposition's
46. Fred Lewis has the highest
game average with 22.1 per game.
Ritter is next with an average of
11.9.
The individual scoring record is
as follows:
Player
FG FT TP
Lewis
79
41
199
Ritter
38
31
107
De Venzio
32
14
78
Oldham
26
12
64
Argentine
13
4
30
Haines
9
8
26
Lovett
7
0
14
FJsenaugle
6
1
11
Becker
1
2
4
Cinnamon
1
0
2
Hammond
1
0
2
Rodgers
1
0
2
Stevens
2
1
0
Wilson '.
1
0
2

Totals
,26 19 17 71
Score at half: Murray 37; Eastern 37.
Free throwa missed: Regan,
Herrold, Padgett 8, Grammar,
Cain 2; Ritter 2, Lewis, Oldham
4, Becker 3, DeVenzio 3.
Totals
215 113
543
Officials: John Drom and GilThese figures do not. Include
bert Venn, Cincinnati.
the St. Xavier game.

"Say It With Flowers"
WE STOCK A COMPLETE LINE OF
CUT FLOWERS IN SEASON
4

Richmond Greenhouses
Phone 838
The Beauty of Our Business ia Flowers

